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From the President’s Desk

T

he surgical action by Indian Army is the talk of town. India has asserted itself after
a very long time. The entire country is rallying around the government and the
Indian Army. Patriotism has finally re-emerged. War clouds are gathering and the
hawks and doves are seen on all channels and in homes taking polarised positions on ‘Is a
war necessary or avoidable’.
The doves argue that the cost of war is unaffordable to India and it will result in a serious
economic loss that will set us back by several years. Some articles went on to profess that a war will make the
capital markets tumbledown resulting in a great loss of capital. The hawks on the other hand profess that, national
pride is far above these economic consideration. India has a much superior armed force which is bound to win
the war and that we must stop the ongoing long war of attrition by waging an all out war. Then there is a lot of
gossip on the social media which paints the grim picture of a nuclear war between India and Pakistan and aims to
spread the fear of the results of the war.
We are of the opinion that a study of the history of wars in the last 100 years will give us a fair ability to predict the
consequences of future wars because even if technological changes may change the ways in which wars are fought,
the reasons for waging the wars and the logic that drives nations to wage war as an instrument of furtherance of
national interest together with its strategic, territorial, psychological, social and economic consequences remain
same. The history tells us that nations including those with aggressive / imbalanced heads of states from time
to time have refrained from the use of atomic weapons of mass destruction. After the Hiroshima- Nagasaki
episode, humanity has always used atomic weapons as deterrence leading to detente and not as weapons. Secondly
wars have invariably redrawn the boundaries, which is the need of the hour considering that we in India either
have to accept LOC as the international boundary or reclaim occupied Kashmir through waging a war and thus
reunite POK and Gilgit Balltisthan with the rest of Kashmir and the country. Once this task is achieved, we have
no interest in dismembering Pakistan and the strategic interest of the Chinese in supporting Pakistan may also
change.
Wars have always resulted in resurgence of nationalism and patriotism. We in India need this more than ever
before. An entire generation today does not even think of the country before themselves. We need to redraw
our national priorities. Wars have also resulted in economic resurgence of nations as was evidenced by Japan,
Germany, Korea and many more. Time is ripe for us to look for newer heights of economically resurgent India.
Our Prime minister has built a most favourable international opinion, he has isolated our adversary, oil cost is at its
lowest, Forex reserves are at an all time high and growth momentum is maintained. India’s economic war potential
is better than ever before including 1971.
Let us now look at the second major problem of equal importance. The primary cause of youth taking up terror
as a vocation is poverty and the lack of adequate job creation. Not only in Kashmir but also in most other parts
of India there is an urgent need to create new avenues of large number of employment. This is possible only
through a concentrated effort for development of applicable skills, ensuring penetration of education to all strata
of our society, encouraging businesses and above all developing entrepreneurship to promote micro, small and
medium enterprises. These MSMEs will create more and more job and income opportunities for the millions
of our youth coming in to employable age. We are aware of the efforts being undertaken by the government at
the centre and in the state in this direction. We too must contribute our effort in this direction. In keeping with
this need, we in MEDC have been conducting the MSME conference for the last six years. The seventh such
conference is due to be held this month on the 17th, where we bring forth different and new opportunities in
the MSME sector. This issue also focuses on the same theme. The importance of private sector involvement in
manufacturing components and consumables needed in defence production is now greater than ever before. Let
us look forward to greater indigenisation through make in India.
Cdr. Dipak Naik
President
OCTOBER 2016
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Special Feature

Business Opportunities in Germany

S

ituated in the heart of Europe,
Germany is conveniently located
at the crossroads of the EU and the
26 Schengen countries. Over half
of the population of the European
Union (EU) lives within 500
kilometres of Germany’s borders.
More goods pass through Germany
than any other European country.
Almost all of Europe is reachable
within three hours by air or 24 hours
by road, so that – after your direct
flight from Mumbai to Frankfurt
or Munich with the German airline
Lufthansa – you have rapid access
to all European markets, 19 of
which like Germany use the Euro as
currency.Combined with a qualified
and productive workforce and first
class education and research at
universities and institutions of higher
education this makes Germany the
largest national economy in Europe
and the fourth largest economy by
nominal gross domestic product
(GDP) in the world.

1.

Business in Germany

Germany coversan area of 357
thousand square kilometres with
a population of around 82 million
people. 3.7 million companies
conduct business in Germany,
ranging in size from small enterprises
to grand industrial conglomerates. 50
of the world’s 2,000 largest publicly
listed companies are headquartered
in Germany, with the Top 10 being
Volkswagen, Allianz, Daimler,
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BMW, Siemens, BASF, Munich RE,
E.ON, Bayer and REWE.Germany
is also renowned for its innovative
small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) of which around 1,000
are global market leaders in their
segment and are labelled “hidden
champions”.

(17.1 percent); chemical goods
(15.7 percent); electronic goods
(9.1 percent). ; Imports stood 2014
at 917 billion Euro, with chemical
goods (12.7 percent); machinery
(12.3 percent); crude oil and gas
(12.1 percent); electronic goods
(10.1 percent) the lead products.

In 2012 the turnover of all German
companies reached about 6.1
trillion Euro, of which the SME’s
share was 35 percent. In the last
years the nominal GDP grew to
almost 3.5 trillion Euro, the GDP
per capita to 41,895Euro.Financial
services, renting and business
services, followed by manufacturing
industries
and
commerce,
transportation and catering are the
main sectors. Germany exported
in 2014 goods worth 1,134 billion
Euro, in particular machinery (18.1
percent); motor vehicles and parts

2. Investment in Germany
According
to
the
United
Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD),
Germany ranks among the world’s
leading countries for foreign direct
investments.Every year more and
more companies discover Germany
as a reliable and profitable investment
location. More than 55,000 foreign
companies have already set up
operations in Germany, providing
employment to around three million
people.

Special Feature
Between 2010 and 2014, 4,142
investment projects from almost
3,500 foreign companies have
been listed,around 800 projects in
2014 alone Germany ranks fourth
internationally in terms of FDI
projects attracted.
The opportunities for investors in
Germany are manifold. Foreign
companies invest in 39 different
sectors. The composition of the FDI
project share in Germany by business
activity between 2010 and 2014
was the following: Sales, marketing
and support 42 percent; business
services 15 percent; manufacturing
11 percent; retail 11 percent;
headquarters 5 percent; logistics,
distribution and transportation 5
percent; other activities 11 percent.
The AmCham Business Barometer
2016confirms Germany’s reputation
as one of the most attractive
business locations in the world.
Asked about their opinion on the
German business environment,
93 percent of US company
respondentsconducting businessin
Germany expressed satisfaction. 74
percent are convinced that Germany
will either improve or maintain
its competitive edge in the future.
As the top location advantages
that distinguish Germany from its
competitors,the American business
executives highlighted the skilled
workers, the supply of chain
networks, the infrastructure, the
research and the development and
the market potential.
Germany has a welcoming attitude
towards FDI. The German market is
open for investment in practically all
industry sectors,. German law makes

no distinction between Germans
and foreign nationals regarding
investments or the establishment
of companies. The legal framework
for FDI in Germany favours the
principle of freedom of foreign
trade and payments, including capital
transactions or currency transfers,
real estate purchases, repatriation
of profits or access to foreign
exchanges.
Evidently, investment projects
can rely on a supportive attitude
by the German government and
the EU.Incentives in Germany are
designed to meet the immediate
needs of investors.
There is a variety of incentive
packages to facilitate investments,
e.g. interest-reduced loans, public
guarantees,
training
support,
wage subsidies, R&D incentives.
Funding to the tune of more than
19 billion Eurohas been allotted
by the EU for the period 2014
to 2020. On the national level,
the
German
governmentand
Germany’sindividual federal states,
including their respective state
agencies,additionallymake
their
own incentives funds available to
prospective investors.
3. Germany as Europe’s
Economic Hub

and production.
Germany’s products continue to
be export hits worldwide. Offering
innovative and competitive products
of the highest quality, it is not
surprising that since 2010 Germany’s
average export quota has amounted
to 46,9percent of GDP in 2015.
German-produced goods from
the chemical, automotive as well as
from the machinery and equipment
industries are in particularly high
demand worldwide.
German companies represent ten
percent of European manufacturing
companies and generate 28 percent
of total EU turnover in the
sector. Increasingly more foreign
companies are placing their faith in
Germany as a vital production site
and are benefiting from the country’s
excellent business framework and
superior productivity rates.
Thus over the past few years, the
German economy has experienced
steadygrowth. The managers and
employees of Small and medium
sized companies (SMEs) have played
a leading role in this. Due to their
success, German SMEs are also
attracting a lot of attention from
abroad. The German SME sector
is characterised by diversity: family
businesses steeped in tradition young

Germany is the largest
market in Europe. It
constitutes 21 percent of
European GDP and is
home to 16 percent of the
total EU population. The
German economy is both
highly industrialised and
diversified. The focus is
equally placed on services
OCTOBER 2016
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female entrepreneurs, migrants with
entrepreneurial spirit, reliable service
providers and nimble craftsmen.
Around 3.7 million SMEs, as well
as self-employed professionals in
industry, trade, tourism, the crafts,
the services sector and t other
professions, all contribute to this
diversity. Germany has formally
defined SMEs as businesses with
an annual turnover of less than 50
million euros and fewer than 500
employees. In a European context,
the definition is slightly different
as a company with fewer than 250
employees and an annual turnover
of less than 50 million Euroor
total assets of less than 43 million
Euro. The business culture of
GermanSMEs is characterised by
an understanding that actions must
go hand-in-hand with responsibility
and liability, that there should be a
business strategy that focuses on the
long-term success of the company
and that a company should be
guided by the principle of efficiency.
GermanSMEsemploy 29.1 million
people, almost 80 percent of
all employees in Germany.They
represent a share of 27 percent of
the total gross fixed capital formation
and 45 percent of total corporate
investment. Furthermore the SMEs
provide training for more than 1.2
million young people –thatis 89 per
cent of all trainees. Many SMEs
are world market leaders in their
respective niche segments. Together
with internationally leading large
companies, including Bayer, BASF,
Daimler, Volkswagen, Siemens
and many other companies, they
make up Germany’s manufacturing
industrial base.

8
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4. First-Class Infrastructure
With state-of-the-art transportation
networks, like roads, railways, sea
and inland waterways, as well as a
closely knit network of national
and international airports, Germany
provides easy access to domestic
and international markets. As a truly
global logistics hub, more goods
pass through Germany than through
any other country in Europe.
Among the highlights of the
country’s network infrastructure
are Europe’s second largest port
measured in container port traffic
in Hamburg, Europe’s largest port
container terminal in Bremerhaven
and over 250 inland ports. Germany
has a broadnetwork of airports,
of which 21 are connecting to
international destinations. Frankfurt
Airport is one of the world’s busiest
airportsboth in terms of cargo and
passenger traffic. The country’s
highway system has one of the highest
highway kilometre destiny levels in

Europe, and its 37,860 kilometres
railway track being almost enough
to circle the globe. Germany’s highspeed railway network, with speeds
up to 300 kilometres per hour, is the
fourth largest in the world. Not only
is Germany’s logistics infrastructure
among the best, its companies are
also global logistics leaders. In fact,
the world’s leading logistics services
provider is a German company:
Deutsche Post DHL. Deutsche
Bahn operates Europe’s largest rail
network, and Lufthansa Cargo is
one of the world’s leading global air
freight companies. Annual revenues
of 230 billion Euroin 2013 make
Germany Europe’s logistics leader.
No other EU country comes close
to Germany’s market size.
In the north, Germany’s seaports
are an important conduit for trade
with the UK, Scandinavia and
the Baltic states. In the west, an
extensive network of roads, rail links
and inland waterways feeds into
France and the Benelux countries.

Special Feature
To the south, Germany has strong
commercial ties with Switzerland
and Austria and direct road, rail and
water links with the Balkan states,
bringing also emerging markets such
as Turkey closer. Turning eastwards,
Germany’s borders with Poland and
the Czech Republic also bring the
Slovak Republic and Hungary within
easy reach and make the more distant
markets of Russia readily accessible.
5. Highly-Skilled Workforce
Germany achieves high productivity
byefficientproduction
processes

vocational training system, thereby
turning apprentices into specialists
who fit each company’s individual
needs. Most apprentices receive an
employment contract after training.
In production-based industries
more than 70 percent are kepton
as employees, underlining the
importance of the training system
for companies. More than 1.3
million young people are currently
in vocational training in Germany.
Germany’s dual education system
enjoys an unparalleled international
reputation, being responsible for the
lowest youth unemployment rate in
Europe.
6. Advanced Financial System

based on a combination of superior
technologies and a highly-trained
workforce of over 42 million people,
making Germany the largest pool of
labour in the EU. Germany’s worldclass education system ensures that
highest standards are met. More than
80 percent of the German workforce
has received formal vocational
training or is in possession of an
academic degree.
In order to fulfilthe economy’s
demand for highly qualified
personnel, Germany developed a
dual system in vocational training
which combines the benefits of
classroom based and on-the-job
training over a period of two to
three years. There are currently more
than 320 occupations recognised
by the system.One in five German
companies takes part in the dual

Companies investing in Germany can
rely on an advanced financial system
that is both diverse and efficient.
About 1,500 financial services
institutions and almost 2,000 banks,
of which about 1,400 are credit
cooperatives or savings banks with
regional focus, cater for even highly
individualized needs. As Germany’s
financial centre, the city of Frankfurt
am Main alone hosts more than 200
banks, of which around 160 are
foreign. Foreign banks, including
major Indian banks, use Frankfurt
as hub for their business in the
Eurozone common currency area,
not least due to the proximity to
important regulators. Frankfurt is
headquarter to both the European
Central Bank (ECB) and the
Deutsche Bundesbank, Germany’s
reserve bank, making the city a
crucial place for European monetary
policy and banking regulation. The
Deutsche Boerse stock exchange in
Frankfurt is a major player amongst
the largest stock exchanges of

the world. Its advanced trading
technology has been adopted by the
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and
is exemplary for the state-of-theart German financial infrastructure.
Looking forward, the decision of the
United Kingdom (together with the
financial centre of London) to leave
the European Union is expected by
market experts to boost Frankfurt’s
importance as a financial centre even
further.
7.

Invest in Germany

The German market was never closer
and setting up business in Germany
was never easier. As an economically
important member state of the EU,
Germany stands for innovation,
advanced technologies and high
levels of productivity.Germany’s
central location within Europe
gives investors access to the entire
EU market as well as the markets
of Central and Eastern Europe.
Investors are offered efficient and
non-bureaucratic support for their
plans to establish new production
locations.
With regard to the realization of an
investment project in Germany, the
industry experts of German Trade
and Invest (GTAI) and the IndoGerman Chamber of Commerce
(IGCC) will provide you with their
expertassistance.

OCTOBER 2016
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Technology, Innovations and Global
Opportunities in MSME Sector*
Ms. Sujata Soparkar

Technology,
Innovations
and
Global Opportunities are all closely
interlinked. Using technology if you
innovate, then the doors of global
opportunities open up for you. This
is true for any enterprise and more
so for MSMEs sector of India. We
all know and it is always repeated,
that there are approximately 46
million MSMEs in India, employing
106 million people. Overall the
MSME sector accounts for 45% of
Indian industrial output and 40% of
exports. There is a huge potential for
these industries to grow vertically
and increase their share of GDP.
India is expected to emerge as one of
the leading economies in the world
over the next decade. In the light of
the positive political and economic
scenario, the MSME segment is
expected to play a very significant
role in the emergence of the
Indian economy. MSME can be the
backbone for the existing and future
high growth businesses, with both
domestic and foreign companies,
investing in the MAKE IN INDIA
initiative and make significant impact
in the area of indigenization.
As just now our Industries Minister
has said that, these global companies
are coming over here, if not anything,
at least our MSMEs will benefit from
them because they will not be able

to import everything from their
country, they are going to depend on
us here. So at this stage our MSMEs
have to be geared up, to give them
what they require and that is how we
will prosper.

Every
entrepreneur
has
a
responsibility to the country to
try and make the best use of the
resources, use their intellect, think
out of the box and manufacture
products with a lot of value addition.

The MSME sector will act as a
catalyst to bring about this socioeconomic transformation.

While our Prime Minister’s signature
policy initiative of Make in India is
being rolled out and India is seeking
to be the global manufacturing base
it should not become a low cost, low
value assembly line for the world.

Many developed and developing
economies have demonstrated that
the MSME segment constitutes the
backbone for maintaining growth
rates as well employment generation
rate and provides stability during
economic downturns. It is therefore
very crucial that as India embarks
on growth trajectory, it adopts an
MSME opportunity framework that
will provide the necessary impetus
to seize the opportunities which are
created by:
•

Emergence
of
domestic
demand led by significant
increases in spending power

•

Increase in
infrastructure
sectors;

•

Increase in foreign direct
investments in existing and
emerging businesses in India;

•

Foreign companies making in
India for their global market
requirements

spending in
and defence

* Addressed at 6th Annual MSME Conference organized by MEDC on 29th October 2015
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The correct path according to our
late President APJ Abdul Kalam
lies in going for original research to
design, develop and manufacture in
India by using its energy (our youth)
unique store of knowledge (the
wisdom of the ages) and institutional
strength (our democracy)
To make this dream of his come
true we have to focus on technology.
Technology is increasingly seen as
business enabler and a vital tool for
bringing in process efficiencies and
higher degree of standardisation.
In order for MSMEs to develop a
competitive advantage to operate in
the global market, a strong focus on
implementing new age technology,
developing indigenous technology
as well as technology collaboration
with global partners is likely to play
a crucial role. Technology plays a
pivotal role for MSME to help them

Cover Story
stand up to the stiff competition
from large enterprises and imports.
A strong technology-enabled sector,
levels the playing field, to a great
extent, between MSMEs and their
established counterparts globally.
Local institutions and academia can
help set-up cluster specific incubation
cells to provide guidance in terms
of technology implementation,
development and scaling up.
Institutions should also collaborate
with the industry, particularly
MSME, on research initiatives and
help provide technology support to
commercialise innovative products
and service ideas.
Entrepreneurs should come forward
and use technology to innovate.
Innovation refers simply to the
creation and application of a new idea
to create value in a certain context.
Some of these ideas and value
creation applications may translate
into incremental changes such as the
introduction of additional features
in a consumer product; while
others may lead to radical or even
revolutionary changes - such as the
launch of revolutionary products.
With globalization, there is an urgent
need of a dynamic and self-sustaining
culture of innovation and cluster
based approach for the development
of MSMEs. Today’s world economy
has been characterized as a
“Knowledge-Based Economy” with
knowledge being the most important
resource and learning being the
most important process. New ways
of information management and
application are used to improve
competitiveness. A knowledge
economy is not about accumulating
information, but using knowledge

to improve performance. And that
performance can be enhanced
with innovation. Innovation is
thus regarded as one of the most
important factor in the KnowledgeBased Economy. This has become
the driving force behind expanding
global commerce and the rise in
living standards.
The rise of India as a growing
power not only in Asia but also
at the global stage would require
not only a macroeconomic uplift
but also a thorough realization
of innovation by the MSMEs.
Nationwide
entrepreneurship
development with appropriate scale
scope and innovation will make all
the difference for Indian MSME
segment.
We in India tend to be good
imitators. We do reverse engineering
and come up with poor copies of
products. What we need to do is
while doing reverse engineering
we have to be more innovative and
improve on the product or process.
We have to invest in R&D and rely
less on imports.
Today with the oil prices coming
down, our import bill on electronics
is going too far exceed the import
bill of petroleum products and as
our speaker said, in India we do not
even make a small chip resistor! So
it is high time to keep the foreign
exchange in India, we have to focus
on the hardware electronics to be
manufactured in India.
A study conducted came up with the
factors affecting a firm’s capacity to
innovate which I would like to share
with you:

First the location of the firm within
or close to a major urban area and
thus in greater proximity to sources
of new knowledge and ease in
participating in knowledge flows.
Educational level of the Owner/
CEO/Manager, especially a degree
from a technical university or
engineering program that stimulates
and facilitates problem solving.
Global exposure through training,
work or study abroad which opens
opportunities for networking for
knowledge flows and collaboration
and creates an awareness of the
utility to do so.
Ownership structure of the firm,
which influences the choice of
products and processes as well as
their subsequent modification or
change.
The firm’s sector, which provides
a measure of the stimulus to
innovation resulting from the higher
R&D intensity of the sector and
nature of competition within the
sector.
The size of the firm, which is
related to its access to resources to
and opportunities for knowledge
scanning to support a process of
innovation.
Exports (as a percentage of sales)
and whether this is rising as an
indicator of the firm’s competitive
interests and abilities.
With technology advanced products
there will be global opportunity
and it will be possible to choose
your market. With the information
technology boom, the world
has become a global village and
everybody has access to everything.
OCTOBER 2016
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This increases competition and at
the same time increases our reach to
the global market.
Case study
We are a small scale industry,
situated at Wagle estate, Thane. We
manufacture resistors. Resistors is a
very basic low priced component in
a circuit. Our company was started
in 1972 by my father, who was a
pioneer in micro-electronics. We had
problems in procuring the imports of
raw materials and we had to make do
with the things available at that time.
In 1990 during the globalization, the
Indian market was thrown open to
the whole world market. There was
a huge price reduction. Resistors
and electronic components was
the first to go for 0% customs
duty. The resistors which we were
supplying to the BHEL for 10 Rs
were immediately available to them
at 5 Rs from China and Taiwan. So
there was a big challenge for us to
survive. At that we took the help of
technology and innovation and built
in a process in such a way that we
could develop a low TCR resistors
which were being imported at a
very high cost. This facilitated us
to make import substitute products
and we found our niche market.
This could not have been possible
without the help of technology and
innovation which inherently Indians
are very good at. You all know that
majority of the start-ups abroad are
by Indians.
So after capturing the domestic
market, we thought of expanding
our horizon to the exports. In 2001,
when I was in Germany, I met my
old German counterpart, he had a
12
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distributorship of all resistor parts,
but he had a small segment, the parts
which we were manufacturing were
not on his line card. So I told him
why you don’t import our resistors.
He put me on to a company in USA
and at that time they were looking for
a product with a very high precision
and luckily for us because of the
innovation, we were able to supply
them whatever they were looking for
and then there was no looking back.
Till today we have repeat orders for
that component. We are continuing
to export to USA, GERMANY,
CHINA and KOREA.
We started making custom designed
networks and in 2009 one of the top
most weighing scale company of the
world started importing from us.
In 2012, an Israeli company, came
to us and asked for the distribution
of their products over here. So we
agreed to it and asked them why they
don’t we manufacture their products
over here. After a lot of negotiations
and stock taking they agreed. They
came to my factory and provided
training to my employees. Thus we
started to manufacture some line of
their products and sell in INDIA and
also export them. So in some way we

have contributed to the MAKE IN
INDIA scheme.
With the procurement policy in
place, 30% of the purchases have
to be from the MSME sector. This
could be a very good move. Last
year again we faced a challenge to
increase our production. Automation
requires lot of money and we
can’t get enough money unless we
increase the production. Thus it is a
vicious circle. We broke it by going
for semi automation using Indian
resources and ingenuity. This helped
us to scale up our production, quality
as well as our quantity to more of
international standards.
So you can see a small enterprise
with very limited resources can do
wonders if we keep innovating.
The global market is yours for the
taking. I think MAKE IN INDIA
and MAKE IN MAHARASHTRA
should really happen and not remain
only in the slogans or on papers.
sujata.soparkar@gmail.com
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Views expressed here are personal
The author is Director Intigrated Electronics Technology Pvt.
Ltd. and Vice President, TISSA.

MSMEs in India
- Reflection on Emerging Issues
Dr. R.K. Pattnaik

T

Sana Baghala

here has been an animated
debate both in the
academic and policy forum
on the Micro, Small and Medium
Scale Enterprises (MSME’s) over
the past decade. The focus of the
debate centered on the potential
of MSME in making the Indian
Economy more vibrant in terms
of employment, product design,
and in providing backward linkage
affect to large scale enterprises.
In addition, the export potential
of this sector was also addressed
by the experts. In many ways,
this sector is now being seen as
a catalyst in establishing India as
one of the leading economies of
the world. It is widely recognized
that MSME’s have the potential
to facilitate inclusive growth, and
thereby help ensuring some parity
in the income distribution in the
economy. Thus, this sector has the
potential to encourage financial
inclusion of the economically
backward strata of the society.
Moreover, the Make In India
program of the government has
added a new dimension to this
sector. Notwithstanding the above
mentioned potential of MSME,
a few critical issues in the area
of finance, marketing strategy,
and product diversification need
special attention.
Against the above backdrop, the
present article is organized as
follows. Section 1, presents the

institutional frame work of MSME.
The emerging issues are set out in
section 2. Section 3 provides the
concluding observations.
1. Institutional Framework
As per the MSMED Act, 2006
these sectors are defined based
on their investment in plant and
machinery (for manufacturing
enterprise) and on equipment for
enterprises providing or rendering
services.
(Table 1).
It is instructive as well as interesting
to
mention the
employment,
contribution to GDP by the MSME.
A In this context it is worthwhile
to make a reference to the above
mentioned data as per the latest
MSME Report (2016), The report
states that-“This sector consisting of
36 million units, as of today, provides
employment to over 80 million
persons. The Sector through more
than 6,000 products contributes
about 8% to GDP besides 45%

to the total manufacturing output
and 40% to the exports from the
country” 1
With the vision of making India
the manufacturing hub in 2020, it is
imperative that the contribution of
MSME’s towards the manufacturing
output increases even further, to fuel
the economic growth. The growth
would not only be in terms of the
contribution of MSME sector
towards the output or real GDP
but also in terms of the number of
employment opportunities created
in the economy.
MSME’s in India have the potential
of being the change agents of the
socio-economic environment of
the country. Launch of MUDRA
Yojana for the development and
refinancing needs of the MSME,
Stand-Up India Scheme to nurture
the entrepreneurial abilities among
SC/ST/Women
Entrepreneurs
and the Start-Up India Campaign
is a testimony to the fact that

Table 1: Classification of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise
: Investment Ceiling for MSME Sector
CLASSIFICATION

MANUFACTURING
SECTOR

SERVICES SECTOR

Classification

Investment in plant &
machinery

Investment in equipment

Micro Enterprises

Does not exceed twenty five
lakh rupees

Does not exceed ten lakh
rupees:

Small Enterprises

More than twenty five lakh
rupees but does not exceed
five crore rupees

More than ten lakh rupees
but does not exceed two
crore rupees

Medium Enterprises

More than five crore rupees
but does not exceed ten
crore rupees

More than two crore rupees
but does not exceed five
core rupees

Source: http://www.dcmsme.gov.in/ssiindia/defination_msme.htm

http://msme.gov.in/WriteReadData/ebook/MSME_at_a_GLANCE_2016_Final.pdf
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the government is contributing
effectively for the development
of eco system for the sustainable
development. However, this support
is meaningless if the desired benefits
fail to reach its intended recipients.
It is important to recognize that
the government through its
various schemes is facilitating the
doing business by MSMES. One
such scheme is Udyog Adhar
Memorandum ( UAM). UAM is a
path breaking step to promote doing
business. Under the scheme the
MSME entrepreneurs can file an on
line entrepreneurs’ memorandum to
instantly get a unique Udyoug Adhar
number( UAN). The information
sought is on self-certification basis
and no supporting documents are
required.
Another important scheme is
Framework for Revival and
Rehabilitation of MSMEs. Under
this framework ( May 2015) banks
through a committee will prepare a
corrective action plan for distressed
MSMEs.
The scheme for promoting
Innovation and rural entrepreneurs(
ASPIRE), launched on March 15,
2015 has been designed to set up
of a network of technology centers
and incubation centers to accelerate
entrepreneurship
along
with
promoting start ups for innovation
and entrepreneurship in rural and
agriculture based industry, e-Office
initiative has been introduced to
achieve paperless office in the
Ministry and is a role “model for
various Ministries” in terms of
speed and scalability. Started in April
2014 by now over 1663 files and over
11,135 transaction initiated.
With a view to strengthening the
reach and scope of credit delivery
mechanism for small entrepreneurs
and businesses, RBI has recently
14
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issued in-principle approvals for
setting up of 10 Small Finance Banks
(SFBs). The SFBs are mandated to
extend 75 per cent of their Adjusted
Net Bank Credit (ANBC) to the
sectors eligible for classification
as priority sector lending (PSL) by
RBI. Further, these banks are also
mandated to ensure that at least
50 per cent of their loan portfolio
should constitute of loans and
advances of up to Rs.25 lakh. This
is intended to ensure that these SFBs
have a diversified loan book with
exposures to small entrepreneurs.
We believe that together with the
existing players, these banks would
be able to meet the credit needs of
small businesses in a holistic and
timely manner, which is so central to
the financing needs of the MSMEs.
The recent revision to the priority
sector lending guidelines has also
sought to facilitate flow of credit to
the sector. While on the one hand,
the target for banks’ lending to micro
enterprises has been progressively
increased to 7 percent by March
2016 and 7.5 percent by March
2017, medium enterprises have been
brought within the ambit of priority
sector, whereby all loans to medium
enterprises in the manufacturing
sector and those up to Rs. 10 crore
in the service sector now qualify for
priority sector classification.
2. Emerging Issues
2.1 Promoting Entrepreneurship
The MSMEs are in effect catalysts
for building up of entrepreneurship.
It is expected that these
entrepreneurs should innovate and
ultimately empower the MSMEs for
sustainability However, it is noticed
that generally headed by people who
have difficulty in gaining access to
technology, finance, infrastructural
facilities
and
other
such
requirements. While the government

may introduce newer schemes and
programmes, the real question is that
how many of these benefits actually
reach these enterprises, the way they
are meant to reach.
In the above context it is important
that there should be clear mandate
from the government institutions to
facilitate the ease of starting up the
business for a new entrepreneur. In
this connection the Singapore model
for doing business could be good
example. in the development of a
conducive environment for setting
up such businesses in India.
One of the important issues in this
context as deputy governor RBI Mr.
Mundra pointed oot is predicting the
lifecycle of MSMEs, particularly the
Micro units, is a difficult proposition.
The micro entrepreneurs neither
have keen business acumen nor
sizeable resources. As opposed
to larger businesses, the inability
to respond in time to the vagaries
of these business cycles can often
prove fatal to the Micro enterprise.
With timeliness of resource support
being such a critical element at
different stages during the life cycle
of small businesses, let me flag a few
initiatives which RBI has taken to
address the issue.
2.2 Financial Architecture
Most of MSME owners are not
well versed with the financial
jargons and hence, obtaining micro
finance is still not an easy option for
these enterprises. The accessibility
problem has still been solved to
some extent but the inertia of the
enterprise owners in approaching
the institutional lenders instead of
non –institutional lenders is still
a cause of concern, especially in
the rural areas. The provision for
financing options without heavy
focus on the collateral, is an area
which still remains a challenge for
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the government.
According to Mr. Mundra, deputy
Governor, RBI, there is a total
finance requirement of INR 32.5
trillion ($650 billion) in the MSME
sector, which comprises of INR
26 trillion ($ 520 Billion) of debt
demand and INR 6.5 trillion ($130
Billion) of equity demand).As per
provisional data for period ended
March 2016, total outstanding loan
of the banking system to MSME
sector stood at around 11.1 trillion
rupees in 20.6 million loan accounts.
Contrast this to the estimated need
of INR 26 trillion and number of
MSMEs at 51 million.
In the above context, it is important
to mention that the government of
India Committee, February 2015
has recommended equity financing,
operating cost reduction, credit cost
reduction etc .While commenting
on the credit side of the MSMEs
Deputy Governor, RBI Mr. Mundra
has highlighted on ABCD of
credit, meaning A- accessibility/
availability, B;banks and business;
C –collateral requirements and DDocumentation.
These recommendations are no
doubt helpful. But it is time for
MSMEs to move to financial market
for fund raising and cash flow
management.. The bank centric
financial architecture has not been
very effective for MSMEs with
inherent limitation of potential
generation of NPAs.It is advisable
therefore that the MSMEs should
learn the market based approach for
financing.
2.3 Make In India
With the growing focus on Make in
India campaign, there is a growing
demand for the ancillary enterprises,
which would complement the
growth of manufacturing sector

in the country. However, the
ancillary industry growth needs to
be accompanied by the relevant
skill development initiatives for the
unskilled and semi-skilled labour
in this sector, in order to bring
operational efficiencies. There’s a
growing need for such initiatives at
the bottom of the pyramid, which
is still devoid of the benefits of all
these initiatives.
The blend of rich culture and
heritage in the Indian traditional
products makes them highly
valuable in the domestic as well as
global market. With the growing
e-commerce industry, the gap
in marketing and promotion of
these products can be reduced.
The digital marketplace provides a
ready solution for promoting these
indigenous products, which can
further help in providing the much
needed boost to the traditional
industry. The increased penetration
of smart phones in the rural areas
can help in bridging this gap between
the two industries.
The MSME sector has enormous
potential for addressing the structural
problems in India including
unemployment, regional imbalances
and unequal distribution of national
income and wealth .The Economic
Survey 2015-16 , Government of
India thus has mentioned” Due to
comparatively low capital costs and
their forward and backward linkages
with other sectors , MSMEs will play
a crucial role in the success of the
Make in India initiative.
2.4 Strengthening Empathy for the end
user in the government schemes
It is important to recognize that there
is plethora of schemes designed for
MSMEs by the government, Reserve
Bank and banking system. However,
the out reach of these schemes for
the end user have been limited.

Furthermore too many schemes also
create a problem for the end user to
choose and respond.. It is therefore
important that in the interest of
innovation, financial inclusion the
end user should be consulted and
based on the end user feed back a
prototype of these schemes may be
designed for implementation.
3 .Conclusions
While the MSME’s contribute
significantly to the economic
development of the country, the
fact still remains that they continue
to struggle for their survival on
account of various reasons. The
need for aiding their sustenance has
increased even more in the current
times, when India is among the front
runners of being a high growth
economy with focus on inclusive
growth. In this regard ,it is important
that developing the MSME sector is
of paramount national importance
if India is to emerge as one of the
major economies of the world.
Nurturing the indigenous capability
of these enterprises would further
aid in supporting the ‘Make in India’
campaign, generating employment
across various levels, thereby
improving the income level of the
people in general. The national
goals of Financial Inclusion and
skill development will get the much
needed boost by the development of
MSME’s. However, for these goals
to materialise the government needs
to lead from the front in providing
the necessary support and facilities
as well as ensuring the same reaches
its desired beneficiaries.
ranjitkpattnaik@gmail.com
Dr. R.K. Pattnaik is a Professor and Ms.
Sana Baghala is an MBA student at The
SP jain Institute Of Management and
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are personal.
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Technology Innovation and Global
Opportunity in MSME Sector*

B

Mr. Yogesh Dixit

usiness opportunities arise out
of challenges and problems of
economy and the society. Hence, the key
to growing businesses and developing
new businesses is to look at challenges
and the gaps in the economy and I think
there are ample opportunities around us.
The way customers are being treated
and the way finance is being provided
to small businesses are examples of
such gaps in our system which need to
be plugged. Technology could be a big
help in all these endeavours. The kind of
discontinuity, discomfort or destruction
technology can bring to businesses can
be seen in everyday life. In my view,
technology has played a key role in
development of business opportunities
in US. What has proved true for US
would mostly be true for India as both
are stable democracies giving lot of
liberty and openness for people to
experiment and evolve business ideas.
The divides of gender, class or rural/
urban which we witness in India are
the key challenges to our society or
economy. Technology can help us serve
each of these segments in an unbiased
manner. Though technology is seen
as the biggest destructor of business
models, I see it as an enabler for higher
efficiency and innovation. Technology
surely threatens culture of status quo
entitlement. Today no business can take
continuity or survival for granted. As
per one of the surveys, around two third

large companies present in the market
are not sure how their businesses will be
impacted by technological innovation.
Only a fifth of them said they know
what to do with these changes.
As a nation we have done very well in
certain industries and not so well in
others as explained below.
Galloping India
•

Telecommunication

(2nd highest

subscriber base )
•

Civil aviation (9th largest civil
aviation market )
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Empowering:
to

Services

•

Chemical process industries

•

Road transportation

Trotting India
Agriculture & food processing
(wastage of one third of produce)
•

Engineering

•

Electronics and tele communication

•

Materials and processing

Walking India
•

Healthcare

•

Advanced sensors

•

Waterways

TIFAC

(Technology

Information,

Forecasting and Assessment Council),
which is under Ministry of Science
and Technology, has come out with a
consultation paper on vision 2035 for
technology for India as follows:
Technology Vision 2035

embrace

helping

youth

knowledge

based

globalized economy.
•

Inclusiveness:

helping

all

to

participate in the process of
development.
•

Sustainability : equitable access to
depleting / substitute resources.

•

Environment : quality of

air,

water, soil and biodiversity (Source:
TIFAC&MoS&T)
can

achieve

these

goals

through:
•
•

•

* Addressed at 6th Annual MSME Conference organized by MEDC on 29th October 2015
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•

India

Cantering India

•

Developing: enhancing the pace.

Space missile, nuclear missile , life
science technologies

•

Key high level goals
•

Education
Development

of

Urban

Infrastructure
•

Access to Global Resources

•

Suitable Development Policies

•

Technological Solutions

•

Quality Research

•

Electronic Communication

The key sectors which can provide
enormous business opportunities:
•

Education

•

Medical Science & Healthcare

•

Food & Agriculture

•

Water

•

Energy

•

Environment

•

Habitat

•

Transportation

•

Infrastructure

•

Manufacturing

•

Materials
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•

Automated
evaluation
and
assessment systems
•
Digital holography, 3D imaging and
volumetric/3D display
•
3D printing
•
Real time translation for Indian
How technological advancement is
helping businesses?
For
businesses,
technological
advancement is manifested in:
•
the way market is being accessed
(B2C, B2B)
•

Use of customer data and market
intelligence (big data analytics)

•

Speed and ease of doing business
(Mobile technology)

•

Reduction in cost of operation and
elimination of redundancy (Cloud
Computing, Workflows)
Remote access to data (Cloud
Computing)
Business Process re-engineering
(ERP)
Digitization

•
•
•
•

ICT

(Information

and

Communication Technology)
Technological Concepts for Future
We need to focus on certain key
technological concepts which can help
us ramp up the economic growth and
improve quality of life of our people
with better nutrition and cleaner
environment.
For Clean Air and Potable Water
•
Advanced Clean Coal Technologies
•
Alternate Fuel based Transportation
•
Novel Propulsion Technologies
•
Green Manufacturing Intelligence
•
Transportation System
•
Low
dust
Construction
Technologies
For Food and Nutrition
•
Vertical farming
•
Development of perennial cereal

crops
•
Conversion of non-edible plants
including sea flora into food
•
Bio-fortification (both conventional
and genetic)
•
Technology for enhancing shelf life
Technology Concepts for Education
•
Massively Online Open Courseware
(MOOCs)
•
Gaming / gamification
•
Interactive remotely controlled
laboratories
•
Personalized virtual teachers
•
4G and 5G communication
•
Immersive Virtual Reality
•
Brain computer interface and
Machine Augmented Cognition
•
Wearable devices
•
Digital identity and learning
analytics

Digitization at a large level could
revolutionize the way we do business
and day to day transactions. It can take
power away from the hands of a few
who are in possession of information
and empower masses.
•

Access to market

•

B2C and B2B models, portals,
e-tendering, Virtual Bazars, big data
analytics and marketing / selling
through mass emailing and call
center’s etc.

•

Access to Credit

•

Mobile banking, e Wallets, Vendor
Financing by e Retailers, Crowd
funding, credit bureaus, credit
scoring, use of social media data for
credit profiling, central processing
centers, flow of info and data,
rating of millions of enterprises in
small towns, etc.
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•

Internal
delivery

Control

and

Service

•

ERP, workflows and mobile
technology
bringing
speed,
accuracy and cost efficiency

•

Limitation of economy of scale

•

Cost competitiveness through
business process re-engineering,
elimination
of
redundancies,
outsourcing etc.

•

Management Bandwidth

•

Enterprise
mobility,
mobile
technology, accurate /real time
MIS,

•

Skilled Manpower

•

Mass training programs, remote
training, on line certificate courses
etc.

•

New product development

•

R&D, big data analytics, knowledge
repository, access to global
knowledge base through internet,
collaboration
with
external
institutions and agencies in research
etc.

•

Brand visibility

•

Digital /on line advertising, e
brochures, e bulletins etc.

Role of CEO in IT Adoption in an
organization:
Role of a CEO for adoption of
technology in an organization is very
important. The key factors which
drive IT adoption are as follows. They
include both, relating to CEO and the
organisation:
•

Characteristics
Innovativeness

•

Personal innovativeness

•

Attitude Towards Adoption of IT

•

Personal Knowledge of IT

•

Organizational Characteristics

•

Business Size

•

Competitiveness of Environment

•

Information Intensity

18

of

Government
initiatives
technology promotion:

for

•

The following key initiatives have been
taken by the Ministry of Science and
Technology:

Technology Business Incubators
operated by the Department of
Science and Technology

•

Small Business innovation Research
Initiative

•

Biotechnology Industry Research
Assistance Council

•

Technology Development
Demonstration Program

•

India Innovation Growth Program

•

National Innovation Foundation

•

Promoting
Innovation
in
Individuals, Start-ups and MSMEs
(PRISM)

•

Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research Innovation Complexes

•

Patent
Assistance
Programs
operated by the Technology
Information, Forecasting and
Assessment Council and the
National Research Development
Corporation

CEO
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areas of funding and rating MSMEs. He played a key
role in setting up and promoting CGTMSE (Credit
Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and Small Industries)
from scratch for offering collateral free credit to enterprises.
Similarly at CRISIL Ltd he led the initiative to set up
and scale up the SME Rating business which resulted
into rating of 50,000 MSMEs across India. Yogesh is
a post graduate in engineering and management.
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MSME
- India v/s Other Countries

icro, Small and Medium
Enterprises
(MSME)
sector has emerged as a
highly vibrant and dynamic sector of
the Indian economy over the last five
decades. MSMEs not only play crucial
role in providing large employment
opportunities at comparatively lower
capital cost than large industries but
also help in industrialization of rural
& backward areas, thereby, reducing
regional imbalances, assuring more
equitable distribution of national
income and wealth. MSMEs are
complementary to large industries
as ancillary units and this sector
contributes enormously to the
socio-economic development of the
country.
The Sector consisting of 36
million units, as of today, provides
employment to over 80 million
persons. The Sector through more
than 6,000 products contributes
about 8% to GDP besides 45% to
the total manufacturing output and
40% to the exports from the country.
The MSME sector has the potential
to spread industrial growth across the
country and can be a major partner in
the process of inclusive growth.
The
schemes/programmes
undertaken by the Ministry and its
organizations seek to facilitate/
provide:
 Adequate flow of credit from
37

Ms. Ananya Prem Nath

in economic development

financial institutions/banks;
 Support for technology up
gradation and modernization;
 Integrated infrastructural
facilities;
 Modern testing facilities and
quality certification
 Access to modern management
practices
 Entrepreneurship development
and skill up gradation through
appropriate training facilities
 Support for product
development, design intervention
and packaging
 Welfare of artisans and workers
 Assistance for better access to
domestic and export markets
 Cluster-wise measures to
promote capacity-building and
empowerment of the units and
their collectives

Small and medium enterprises
have been the backbone of selfsustainable industrial development.
Small and medium enterprises
represents an indigenous model of
economic
development,
which
emphasized high contribution to
domestic
production, significant
export earnings, low investment
requirements,
employment
generation, effective contribution
to foreign exchange earning of the
nation with low import intensive
operations. The contribution of
Small Scale Industries (SSIs)which
comprise more or less of the same
MSME gamest of companies has
been remarkable in the industrial
development of the country. It
has a share of 40% in the industrial
production with 35% of the total
manufacturing related exports of
the country are directly accounted

Role and importance of MSMEs
Contribution of manufacturing output of MSME in GDP

Years

Gross Value
Of Output
of MSME
Manufacturing
Sector (in
crore)

Share of MSME sector in total GDP
(%)
Manufacturing
Sector MSME

Services
Sector
MSME

Total

Share of
MSME
Manufacturing
output in total
Manufacturing
Output (%)

2008-09

1375589

7.52

28.6

36.12

40.79

2009-10

1488352

7.45

28.6

36.05

39.63

2010-11

1653622

7.39

29.3

36.69

38.5

2011-12

1788584

7.27

30.7

37.97

37.47

2012-13

1809976

7.04

30.5

37.54

37.33

Source:MSME Annual Report 2014-15
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for by this sector. In terms of
employment generated, this sector
again attracting attention next only to
agriculture. MSME are less capital
intensive and suit the Indian
economic environment with scarce
resources and large population
base. In addition, it is highly and
has a scope for labour intensive
for building upon the traditional skill
and knowledge. Overall, the small
industry sector has done quite
well and has enabled the country
to achieve considerable industrial
growth and diversification.
MSME policy in Brazil
With an annual turnover of up to
EUR 500 million, the 3.67 million
small and medium-sized enterprises
form the backbone of the German
economy.
They represent 99.95 per cent of all
companies. Around 1,800 companies

are large-scale companies.
They invest EUR 158 billion in new
buildings and facilities, representing a
share of 27 per cent of the total gross
fixed capital formation and 45 per
cent of total corporate investment.
They employ 29.1 million people,
or 68 per cent of the working
population.
They provide training for more than
1.2 million young people – that is 89
per cent of all trainees.
Micro enterprises with less than 10
employees provide a good third (34
%) of workplaces in the German
SME sector.
The main features of Brazilian
MSME are:
 Revolves around
Competitiveness Development• Reduction of state interference.

• Greater hole of market forcesFree entry & exit.
• Technological innovation
• Productivity
• Quality standards.
 Industrial Competitiveness
Programme.
• Quality and productivity
programme.
• Support programme to
Technological training in
Industry.
• Resource application in science
and tech.
• Encouraging private Enterprises
to carry out technological
activities through fiscal and credit
incentives.
• State as a driver for the
modernization process.
 MSME Focus:
• A network model- connection of

… and service-oriented
The vast majority of the enterprises are small …
● 87 per cent have an annual turnover of less than EUR 1
million.
● Less than 1 per cent of the SMEs have a turnover of
greater than EUR 50 million
20
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• Three quarters of small and medium- sized enterprises
operate in service industries.
• Business services account for the greatest share at
nearly 31 per cent.
• Only about 7 per cent of the SMEs operate in the
manufacturing industry.
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large, medium and small through
sub contracting practices.
• Importance to competitiveness,
quality, training and technological
innovation programmes.
• Multi agency system – public and
private institutions of national
and state level take part in the state
purchase policy - rich network of
institutions.
• Decentralization of programme
implementation.
• SEBARE- Coordinator of SME
related issues at the National level.

According to these criteria the new
regulations defined micro-small-and
medium sized enterprises as follows:
Major SME Policies:
Management Support:
• Start-ups and ventures: assisting
to start a business or venture
owners trying to improve their
operations in financing
• Business innovation: assisting

•

Micro, Small and Medium-Sized
Companies –German Industry
When speaking of the economic
power of Germany one aspect is
often neglected outside Europe
which is the economic structure of
the Federal Republic characterized
predominantly by small and mediumsized enterprises. Around 99 percent
of all companies can be classified
as micro small or medium-sized
enterprises (MSMEs). This applies
within the EU as a whole: the former
EU
Commissioner
Verheugen
stresses that “Micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises are the
engine of the European economy.
They are an essential source of jobs,
create entrepreneurial spirit and
innovation in the EU and are thus
crucial for fostering competitiveness
and employment”.
Type of
Enterprise

Headcount

•

•

•

•

SMEs
undergoing
business
innovation in funding
Business revitalization: supports
SMEs efforts to revitalize their
business through the SME
Revitalization Support Committee
Employment
and
Human
resource: supports SMEs for
human resource development and
resolution of business challenges
offering training and dispatching
experts
Trade practice and public
procurement:
promotes
fair
subcontracting practices and
the development of SMEs sized
subcontractors
Business stability: assists SMEs in
maintaining stable operations by
supporting them for bankruptcy
and natural disasters, as well as
by lending them to develop a
business continuity plan
Technological
innovation,
IT and energy efficiency: to
assist SMEs committed to

Annual
Turnover

Annual
balance

Annual balance

< 10

≤ € 2 million

Annual balance

< 50

≤ € 10 million

≤ € 10 million

Annual balance

< 250

≤ € 50 million

≤ € 43 million

39

or ≤ € 2 million

technological development, IT
utilization and higher energy
efficiency by providing subsidies,
financial assistance and relevant
information
• Intellectual property: to support
SMEs
intellectual
property
strategies
by
implementing
measures to protect intellectual
property and measures to combat
damage caused by counterfeiting
Financial Support:
• Safety-net guarantee programme:
supports SMEs whose business
stability is threatened by external
factors (e.g. a major customer
restricted operations or application
for rehabilitation procedures, the
impact of a disaster, failure of the
main bank) by making additional
credit guarantees available
• Safety-net loans: to provide loans
to SMEs temporarily facing
cash-flow problems due to a
radical change in the business
environment, the bankruptcy
of a major customer, or the
streamlining of the main bank
Fiscal support:
• Taxation: to provide information
and advice on various tax
measures to support SMEs
• Accounting:
providing
information on SME accounting,
which helps SMEs to enhance
their capability to analyze
management, ensure financing
and increase order intake
• Companies
Act:
providing
information
on
Companies
Act, which additionally includes
systems that bring significant
OCTOBER 2016
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MSMEs in JAPAN
No. of Companies (4.2 Million)

No. of Employees (42.73 Million)

Large Enterprises Approx. 12,000
Small Enterprises Aprrox. 4.19 Million
0.30%

99.70%

benefits to SMEs such as the
accounting adviser system
• Commerce and Regional support:
• Revitalization of
commerce:
supports efforts to improve
the attractiveness of small and
medium merchants, shopping
districts and city centre.
• Regional industries: invigorates
regional industries, such as locally
based industries and traditional
handicrafts, by providing subsidies
and low-interest loans
Major SME Policies:
• Collaboration between agriculture,
commerce
and
industry:
comprehensively assists business
activities conducted by organic
partnerships between SMEs and
those engaged in agriculture/
forestry/fisheries through the
effective use of their business
resources

MSMEs IN INDIA:
CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
The MSME Sector contributes in
multiple ways towards the economy.
Being a highly unorganised sector
with fragmented nature of reach, the
sector has always been a laggard in
enjoying the full flow of Government
22
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Small
Enterprise
s Aprrox.
28.27
Million
66%

Large
Enterprises
Approx.
14.46
Million
34%

policies and financing company’s
empathy and understanding. In order
to understand the obstacles and
probable steps to be taken to exploit
the opportunities offered by MSMEs,
lets discuss the details of the working
dynamics of MSMEs as under:
Dearth of easy finance and credit
instruments
Ease of credit access and quick
finance is the most critical growth
driver for any MSME. Most Indian
MSMEs start out with minimal capital,
which eventually stalls their growth
after a certain point. Easy credit
access for SMEs therefore becomes
a very important factor for national
growth as well. The lack of easy
credit tends to stagnate the growth
of MSMEs, which in turn affecting
generic growth in terms of GDP,
import, export and employment.
Unavailability of credit at the right
time can also affect business growth
at many seals leading to a lot of
small businesses shutting shop due
to inadequate margins. Some major
problems that approximately 80%
MSME Entrepreneurs face on a dayto-day basis while trying to obtain
credit assistance for their business
operations:

Value Added (manufacturing
industries) ¥80.3 Trillion
Small
Enterprises
Aprrox.
¥40.6
Trillion

Large
Enterprises
Approx.
¥39.7
Trillion

i. Complex collaterals required to
obtain term loans
ii. High transaction costs in imports/
exports
iii. Private Equity Funding is difficult
to obtain
iv. Banks offer high rates for term
loans
v. Private equity (PE) dilutes control
in the company
vi. Un-standardized project appraisal
system for term loans
vii. Cumbersome procedures and
delay in fund disbursement

Unavailability
of
affordable technology

modern,

In an increasingly complex and
competitive economic landscape,
the need to align people, processes
and technology is stronger than
ever. Latest technology can help
enterprises reduce cost and time taken
to innovate and offer sophisticated
products and services. This helps
SMEs differentiate from peers,
optimize cost structures and most
importantly compete on a global
level. However, SMEs in India face
struggles on account of accessing
and using the latest technological
advancements. While knowledge,
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access and funds continue to hamper
implementation
of
technology,
absence of an ecosystem that enables
technology transfer and interaction
with experts is a critical reason of
limited adoption.
The below mentioned are the key
reasons why MSMEs fail to adopt
latest technology to innovate and
transform their businesses. The
absence of a common platform for
interaction with technology providers
continues to be the most critical
challenge faced by MSMEs in this
area.
i. Limited interaction between tech
providers and seekers
ii. Absence of ecosystem for
technology transfer
iii. Access to modern technology is
expensive
iv. Minimal
knowledge
about
upcoming technologies
v. Unavailability of e-Governance
systems
vi. Lack of effective information
systems
vii. Lack of funds to support
Innovation and R&D.
Absence of exclusive marketing
platforms and distribution networks
With consumer habits changing
rapidly and increased competition
from both local and global brands,
market dynamics and customer
loyalties are in a state of flux. While
offering best-in-class products and
services, enterprises also need to
improve the quality of customer
interaction at each opportunity.
Enhancing customer engagement
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is not a matter of choice anymore
and to succeed, SMEs need market
intelligence, tools and well-trained
workforces to respond to these
external pressures.
The below mentioned are the key
reasons why domestic MSMEs
in India are unable to approach
marketing and distribution effectively.
i. Lack of monetary support/
schemes
ii. Limited knowledge about digital
marketing
iii. Limited expertise in new-age
marketing
iv. Unaware of technology for
marketing
v. Not enough trade fairs and buyerseller meets
vi. Losing to large competitors due
to lack of networks
Initiative by the Nation
i. Make in India Initiative by
Government of India
ii. E-Governance push Government
of India
iii. Improvement
in
Interactive
platform of Inorganic Funding
iv. Option of online marketplace
through e-retailers
v. Budgetary allocation for funding
MSMEs through SIDBI and other
funds
vi. Government skill development
initiative is trying to provide
vocational training facilities to
maximum.
vii. Introduction of Bankruptcy Law

CONCLUSION
Micro,
Small
and
Medium
Enterprises (MSMEs) contribute to
economic development in various
ways such as creating employment
opportunities for rural and urban
population, providing goods &
services at affordable costs by
offering innovative solutions and
sustainable development to the
economy as a whole. The MSMEs
continue to struggle on multiple
accounts. While some are challenged
by credit and finance issues, others
are struggling to cope with stringent
regulatory environments. The role
and importance of MSME sector in
the vital growth of Indian economy
has been discussed in the paper.
The problems MSMEs face which
also become the reason for slow
paced growth of this sector have
been detailed in the paper. At the
end, this paper has tried to offer
some suggestions to overcome those
challenges and offer a ray of hope for
the MSME sector in India.
ananyn@medcindia.com
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MSME’s can unleash High Growth

& be the ‘Drivers’ for ‘Skilling INDIA’ & ‘Make in INDIA’
- Mr. Krishna Khanna

M

SME’s are the Dynamos
of any nation, India is
no exception. According
to our study during the last 22 years
we strongly feel that MSME’s have
been neglected in the past 67 years
excepting during the last NDA
Government when the term and
definition of SSI was changed to
MSME. If the nation has to grow at
8% to 10% per year we will need to
revitalize our MSME’s as suggested
below. Once upon a time, Infosys,
Hero Motors, Bajaj Auto, Wipro,
M&M, IBM, Microsoft, Ford and
others were MSME’s too.
1. Indian Definition of MSME
needs change for “Make in
INDIA”
Bring the Indian MSME definition in
line with the EU/Chinese definition.
Allow higher number of employees
& use labor intensive technologies
for India. See table below. In the
EU the main factors determining
whether a company is an MSME
are: 1. Number of employees and
EU Company
(Our Suggestions
in brackets )
Medium-sized
(OK)
Small

2. Turnover or Balance sheet total.
There are about 25 million MSME’s
in the 37 EU countries. 99.8% of all
enterprises in the 37 EU countries
are MSME’s.
The present definition of RBI is not
in line with China, ASEAN countries,
EU, Russia, Brazil, S. Korea, Japan and
S. Africa. (Detailed Research Reports
are priced publications available from
i Watch) India has about 200 million
MSME’s, 60% in Agriculture and
40% in services and manufacturing.
The present RBI definition needs
change for “Make in INDIA” to
succeed. We need to correct this by
taking economically correct business
decisions to make our MSME’s world
class and competitive with the best in
the world.
2. Catalogue our MSME’s
- Expand the Tax Base –
Reduce the Tax rate
After 67 years of Independence
hardly 6% of India’s population has
PAN cards and less than 3% of the
total population actually pays tax.

Number of
Employees

Turnover in
Euro or in
Cr.

Balance sheet
total in Euro or
in Cr.

< 250/
(1000)

≤ € 50 m

≤ € 43 m

(Rs. 350 Cr)

(Rs. 300 Cr)

≤ € 10 m

≤ € 10 m

< 50/ (200)

(OK)

(Rs. 70 Cr)

(Rs. 70 Cr)

Micro

< 10/

≤€2m

≤€2m

(OK)

(40)

(Rs. 14 Cr)

(Rs. 14 Cr)
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As per RBI

This needs some study and action
plan so as to increase the tax base.
We need to locate Partnership &
Proprietary MSME’s. Presently only
Private Ltd. & Public Ltd. Companies
are catalogued; this is ONLY 1% of
all organizations in the country. We
can then expand the tax base from
3% to 15% and reduce the Tax Rate
from 30% to 15% in the long term?
I lived and worked in the EU and
most of the time in Germany for a
period of nearly 4 years.
The average employment is a German
company is about 20 employees. I
am a very old member (since 1965)
of the IHK (Industrie & Handels
Kammer or the German Chamber
of Commerce) and now the AHK
(foreign arm of the IHK) or the IndoGerman Chamber of Commerce in
India.
In Germany ( and the EU) every
enterprise whether it is a MSME or
large organization HAS to register
with the local branch of the IHK,
otherwise they CANNOT start
Investment
in Plant &
Machinery

Investment in
Service Sector
Enterprises

>500 lacs &
<=1000 lacs

>200 lacs & <=500
lacs

Small Enterprises

>25 lacs & <=
500 lacs

>10 lacs & <=200
lacs

Micro Enterprises

<= 25 lacs

<=10 lacs

Medium
Enterprises
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operations. They only have to mention
1.Type of Business, 2.Number of
employees, 3.Total Assets or 4.Total
Sales for the year and report every
year. Hence data mining is possible.
Accurate Man-Power planning is
possible, as it is Bottom-Up.
As a result the IHK has nearly
4,000,000 members out of which
nearly 99.8% are MSME’s. In short,
every ENTERPRISE whether in
Services or in Manufacturing is
catalogued! 99.8% are MSME’s and
the balances are large companies. In
fact the main purpose of the IHK
or German Chambers of Commerce
is to promote MSME’s! Large
companies can manage.
This data needs to be activated for
India MSME’s. In India, propriety/
partnership companies (98% of all
organizations) are not catalogued by
the Ministry of Company Affairs.
How can we help and assist our
MSME’s if we do not know who they
are and where they are? We call this
the “Unorganized Sector”. But 93%
of the work force is with MSME’s.
As per the ‘Business Line’ dated
3rd of June 2014**, India has one
of the highest number of ‘Shadow
Companies’; organizations which are
not registered with any government
department. About 127 ‘Shadow
Companies’ for every 1 registered
company. **Study conducted by
the Imperial College Business
Department with 68 countries.

EU, S. Africa, ASEAN, Brazil, Japan
etc.
4. MSME websites should be in
Indian languages
We need to have all government
information, starting with the website
of the Ministry of MSME in all the
22 Indian languages. English is only
understood by 8% of the Indian
population.
5. Cataloguing our MSME’s will
also help in Skill Building &
“Skilling INDIA” of our Youth
& Unemployed
In Germany, for example, about
500,000 companies (99.8% are
MSME’s) are involved to give practical
training to about 30 lac apprentices
who get practical in-house training
here and theory in about 100,000
Vocational Training Centres. 95% of
all apprentices are with MSME’s.
In India we only have 12,000 ITI’s
& ITC’s. In 2007 we only had 5,500
centres. So they have doubled in the
last 7 years. Our Apprentice Act will
also need to be amended accordingly
to cover 10% of the work force as
apprentices. Presently India has only
2.6 lac apprentices.

China has 500,000 Skill Training
Centres. Out of these nearly 70% are
in Rural China. It is estimated that
China has nearly 600 lac apprentices
at any given time. Mostly with
MSME’s.
6. Indian State Capitals need
Convention Centers &
Exhibition grounds of
International quality
Germany is a classic example. After
the 2nd World War, it was devastated.
Every large city has these facilities,
which then becomes a meeting
ground for local MSME companies
to exhibit their wares and services,
for domestic and world markets.
Dubai, Singapore and Hong Kong
are following this example for many
years.
The spin-off is multi-fold business
improvement, M&A’s, tourism, joint
ventures, etc. China is doing this in
a big way. Excepting Hyderabad, no
other state capital in India including
Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore,
Kolkata have an International
Exhibition and Convention Centre.
Already 67 years have passed!
krishankhanna.iit@gmail.com
Views expressed here are personal

3. Portal for MSME’s for their
improvement
The Ministry of MSME needs to set
up a portal to assist new and existing
MSME’s to improve, see www.sba.
gov and other MSME portals in the
OCTOBER 2016
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MSMEs - At a Glance
(NewsFeeds)
Feed)
(News

Convert Unproductive Units in State
Industrial Development Corpn.’s to
Productive units
State Industrial Development Corp.,
have data on unproductive units in their
Industrial Estates. Details are available in
the Head Offices. Hopefully they must
include:
A. Land (Leased) Area & Sketch of plots
&Value in Rs.Lac
B. Building quality, class & plans, Value
in Rs.Lac
C. Utilities – Water – Gas - Electricity
connection details –
D. Machines List: “Life in service left”
estimated value
E. Liabilities to State IDC, Banks,
Income Tax, Central Excise &
Customs; Municipal Tax, State Sales
Tax, PSU Utilities suppliers.
Pointless to keep idle assets blocked
for decades
There are ways to redeploy the assets by
using a transparent system and not waiting
to “collect rent”. Task of converting sick
units into productive ones, has benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Repay partly the Debts due to Central/
State Govt., Municipal Corpn’s.
Increase in Employment
▪
Increased State Govt. revenue,
Restore Employment
▪ Restore
to Labour & Staff their dues.
Restore dues of PSU Banks, ESIC,
EPFO
Many SMEs were funded, backed by
political/bureaucratic links when the
sponsors were in power and have
failed on the loss of power by their
God-fathers. Sureties for the loans to
such units or background God fathers
be made accountable.

Main fact is that projects will not be
perpetually successful
10-15% projects will fail annually for
reasons like:
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Mr. Arun Hardikar

a) Improper plan, execution
b) Obsolete technology
c) No investment in research,
development
d) Dispute on profit sharing
e) Violating prudent finance norms
f) Change in market conditions
g) Exorbitant cost of modernizing
h) Change in Govt. policies, taxes
i) Environment rules; High cost to
install equipment

8665 units with Rs 630 Cr of bank funds
blocked in March 2006 under headings
Closed, Untraceable & No report. After
8000 units are converted/sold thru the
DEW Committee meetings, it could
meet quarterly. Further in depth analysis
of causes & God fathers will reveal the
modus operandi to divert funds; the
revenue authorities role be studied to
prevent further blockages of Capital.
Suggested steps and options can be:
•

D E W = Distant Early Warning
system in SIDC’s
State IDC’s must have Distance Early
Warning (DEW) Committee of Banker,
Finance expert, Technical expert, Member
each of ICWA – ICS – IBA. DEW
committee should review and recommend
changes to prevent closure of industrial
units. The loss by closure of a unit is of
many stake holders but mainly of Tax
payers, (investors, banks) Government &
Labour. DEW Committee should meet
monthly to review, recommend changes
initially to reduce Rs 630 Crore blocked
funds of Banks by SMEs till 2006, only
in Maharashtra (Guess time All India Rs
40,000 Cr?). Table 3.10 (Next Slide) shows

•
•

•

•

Declare Reserve Price & arrange
Electronic auctions quarterly – pre
disseminate data in user friendly
formats
Offer Unproductive unit to successful
unit in the same estate.
c) Circulate the summary data of
Units available for sale through the
related Manufacturers Association or
Chamber of commerce in the district
and later in their head office in state
capital.
Select large assets offer to Financial
Advisors: Indian - Ambit, Edelweiss,
Bharat Raut Asso. Foreign - Cap
Gemini, Deloitte, KPMG.
Overseas
Indians’
Business
Organizations in UAE, Singapore,

Maharashtra Economic Development Council’s 2009 report
Table 3.12 shows Maharashtra had 49.7% units unproductive under three heads:
Region

Closed
Units

Untraceable

No report

Total Units

Mumbai, Suburbs

4965

2722

1803

9485

Konkan

4318

2095

3108

9521

Pune

14294

18652

1486

34242

Nashik

5261

1841

443

7545

Aurangabad

1989

389

161

2539

Nagpur

3422

2165

200

5787

Amravati

2317

315

176

2812

Nanded

1085

2

1

1088

25.70%

19.10%

4.90%

49.70%

Summary

Nationwide scrutiny will show that <Rs 50000 Cr. funds blocked by 2013 !!!
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2092%, 300th
firm 1,449%,
400th
firm
Group
Estimated Market
1,107%
500th
Price
firm 792%
D
> Rs 15 Crore

Seek to Market Thru
• Past Inc
District Level Organizations
C
Rs 16 Cr. to Rs 30 Cr. 
firms
that

State Capital Organizations
B
Rs 31 Cr. to Rs 50 Cr.
now
have

Management Consultants
<US$ 100 Bill.
A
< Rs 51 Cr

Bilateral Chambers/Consulates &
Annual Sale:
Overseas Indian Organizations in
Microsoft,
Middle East, South East Asia
O r a c l e ,
Hong Kong, UK, USA; could be
Timberland
sent the data of Group A firms by
• Does the Ministry of MSME or
using the network of Apex chambers,
CRISIL list of SME’s show this level
Export Promotion Councils.
of growth?
• Organizations with interest to solve
the problem can be Institute of Cost Lists of successful SMEs from EU,
& Works Accountants, Institute of ASEAN, GCC, Far East Quad can
Chartered Accountants, Institute of be obtained to upgrade technology,
Company Secretaries, Indian Banks increase employment
Analyze the sick units and segregate
in groups to revive

•

•

Assn., Association of Management
Consultants India,
Overseas
Indians
Business
Organizations in UAE, Singapore,
Hong Kong, UK, USA; could be
sent the data by using the network of
Apex chambers, Export promotion
councils.
World Trade Centres network in India
& Overseas can be used.

•

Inc. magazine, USA, annually lists
5000 successful units for 10 years
•

•

•

These are broken down by States,
sectors, profits, etc. Websites of
interested firms should be studied to
identify those from whom technology
could be obtained; then modified to
Indian conditions.
Approx. 35% of the Inc. firms are
services oriented and so it will be
quicker to establish partnership with
these Co’s as soft skills, systems are
involved; the capital outlays will
be smaller than for manufacturing
units. Time & Cost in starting these
partnerships will be much lower.
Inc. firms profitable in market like
USA during recession period can have
prosperous future for at least 20 years
in India. Top Inc. firm ‘s of 2013
Sales Growth in 3 years of 42,148%,
100th firm – 3463%, 200th firm
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•

•

When PRIME Co’s like GE, Ford,
P&G, Tesco move into India, they
bring in 10-20 of their component
or intermediates suppliers (which
can be termed secondary units).
When a PRIME Co. establishes itself
in a green field industrial area, the
nearby State Industrial Development
Corp., must offer the idle productive
capacity to their secondary units for
upgrading at lower cost compared to
the cost of setting up fresh green field
facilities.
Investment by State Governments in
I T systems, has released number of
officers at several levels. An O & M
study will reveal the extent of surplus
bureaucracy to be retrained to solve
the new task identified.
National
Manufacturing
Competitiveness Program detailed
in Table 3.1 of Ministry of MSME
Annual Report for 2009-10 has 10
operation programs for MSMEs
wanting to improve and grow. There
is no reference in the Annual Report
to solving the problems of blocked
funds in closed units. It is vital to carry
out this task to release the enormous
blocked funds in SME’s of 20 States.

Note of Caution
The

foregoing

slides

may

appear

simplistic. The subject must be studied,
improved substantially by bureaucrats,
bankers, industry leaders with accent to
solve problems within time limit, increase
employment. SMEs deserve better,
sympathetic treatment as they cannot
afford delayed solutions based primarily
on “rent collection” by the authorities.
Take India’s Top 5% SME’s to
International level in cooperation
with SME Associations in NAFTA,
EU, Far East.
1. Small & Medium Enterprises:
Urgently upgrade Technology,
Capital, Marketing, Processes &
to Increase Employment
India has <20 million SMEs with <15%
annual mortality due to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disjointed planning, process and
execution.
Obsolete technology; low investment
in research, development,
Disputes among owners on sharing
of profits, reinvestment
Change in market conditions &
exorbitant cost of change over.
Changes in Central/State Govt.
policies and taxes, duties
Environment regulations & high cost
to install pollution controls.

2. USA’s Inc. magazine
•

Annual August issue of Inc magazine,
Lists top private sector 100 firms x 50
States = 5000 by Business Sectors,
Profits, Ownership. Last 10 years
Annual issue can be searched, to yield
50000 prospects in all. These can be
studied to identify Co’s from whom
technology can be obtained; then
approach them to tie up with top 5%
SME’s of India by a structured, well
developed plan at least in 5 State.

About 35% of Inc. firms are Services
oriented
• It will be quicker to establish
partnerships with such Co’s as soft
skills, systems are involved; capital
outlay, negotiation time will be
lower than for Manufacturing units
& units with > 100 employees can be
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contacted
Inc. Co’s profitable in USA in
2010/13 - recession years - can have
prosperous future for minimum 20+
years in India.
Work of search & establishing
partnerships can be done in
each Indian State’s
Industrial
Development Corp. (SIDC) or SEZ
Commissioners.
Chambers
of
Commerce
&
Manufacturers Associations can help
in the effort by first short-listing top
SMEs from the member firms
Ministry of MSME’s at Centre & in
States can industry sector specialists
to ensure that the States are not
working at cross purposes.
CRISIL rated over 30,000 SMEs &
ICRA & Indian Banks Assn. rated
firms?

SIDC’s to send questionnaire to
top 5% SME’s to check what help is
needed for foreign partners
What do selected SME need? a) overseas
marketing agents to grow
a. help to export their intermediates,
products overseas.
b. help to import raw material/capital
goods to diversify sourcing
c. interest to synchronize people
training, technologies, processes.
d. help to register with PRIME Co.s as
world class supplier
e. help in achieving International
protocols / quality certification
f. focus on proper use of high Volume,
Velocity & Variety of data

that sits above the water line but discover
the potential gold nuggets that lie beneath
the surface.
INC does not respond to Govt. but only
to private sector firms
Work for Jt. CEO of State Industrial
Development Corpn. & SEZ’s to
analyze prospective Indian firms
• Start with TOP 5% SMEs in State
Industrial Development Corpn.’s
Estates
SIDC must have member’s directories
with 10 criteria per unit.
 Capital Invested: Fixed – Working








•

•

•

SIDC’s must not seek the SME Iceberg
3 year Sales

Total Sales: Domestic & Exports
Net Pretax Profit
HS Code Nos. of top 3 products
Chief Executive Name,Phone, Fax,
Email
International
standards followed
Installed & Used Manufacturing
Capacity Indian & Overseas
Awards won.
Number of Employees Memberships
of Chambers, Assns
Select a) Public Ltd. Companies of Rs
60 Crore. (aprox. US$ 10 Mill.) Annual
Sale of Manufactured products: 1000
listed companies with low market
capitalisation.
b) Private Ltd. companies or
Partnership firms of Rs 30 Cr.
(approx. US$ 5 Mill.) Annual Sale of
Manufactured products; prefer those
with 10-15% Export Sale.
KOMPASS, Dun
&
Bradstreet,
Export Promotion Industrial States

Growth%

Council data can be used to verify,
countercheck Indian firm status. Take
a Mandate from the Indian firm after
verifying their sincerity & fix fees at
pre determined milestones for the
task.
Suggest approach Adequate study of
the Inc. firm’s techno - commercial
capability & compatibility
• FIRST study the lists of Inc. firms in
2/3 State of USA; visit websites of
the companies that are of interest
to understand their capability,
compatibility.
• SECOND shortlist & contact the
firms to seek marketing agency for
2/3 adjacent Indian States, indicating
selected Indian firms expertise,
contacts in target market and potential
– request for 3 months to study and
then report.
• THIRD if USA Co.’s product costs
are high or uncompetitive, give the
facts of other foreign players in
Indian market to the USA target
Co. Next the Indian interested SME
can offer to export raw materials,
components to reduce the cost of
Inc. firms’ product/service.
• FOURTH consider if the State
Industrial
Development
Corp.
Unit has the capacity to contract
manufacture the selected products in
India and then market in South Asia/
Africa and make that offer. Marketing
costs from Indian unit will be low.
• FIFTH buy the technology/process
Inc. firms in top 10
1Business / Industrial Sectors

California

Manufacturing

Colorado

Construction & Real Estate

Indiana

Information Technology

Year

1st
firm

100th
firm

200th
firm

300th
firm

400th
firm

500th
firm

2010

20,369

2,481

1,450

1,007

738

580

Michigan

Advertising & Marketing

2011

40,092

2,661

1,535

1,095

851

675

Massachusetts

Telecommunication

2102

23,646

3,029

1,816

1,240

934

760

New York

Logistics & Transportation

2013

42,148

3,463

2,092

1,449

1,107

792

New Jersey

Business Products & Services

North Carolina

Environmental Services

Ohio

Foods & Beverages

Texas

Franchising

Past Inc. firms that crossed US$ 100 Bill Sales are Microsoft,
Oracle, Timberland.
Do the Ministry of MSME or CRISIL rated SME’s show this level
of growth?
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•

or form joint venture - other
alternates.
COMBINATION or Improved
approach is welcome mid-course
correction

When PRIME Co’s like Boeing,
Bombardier, P & G, Daimler-Benz,
GE, Ford, Hyundai, Honda, Nokia
move to India
They bring 15-20 components or
intermediates suppliers (can be termed
secondary units). When a PRIME Co.
establishes itself in India with a green
field industrial unit, the nearby State
Industrial Development Corp. must
offer the idle productive capacity of its
successful SMEs to upgrade - at lower
cost, compared to the cost of setting up
green field facilities.
The time & cost – to get permits/licenses,
buy land or factory, construct buildings,
obtain utilities, buy machines, arrange
raw material/component suppliers and
recruit proper staff - are huge. Foreign
SME units will grab an offer to buy lower
cost assets, properly packaged, evaluated.
If SIDC’s do not play a proactive role
for its excellent members, then further
mortality of SMEs will take place. This
is opportunity for medium business
consultants & manufacturers associations
to help SMEs.
Indo-USA Agreement to cooperate in
SME development
• Signed in June 2010 during the visit
of Indian Prime Minister to USA.
However follow up by the Ministry
of MSME & Ministry of Commerce
to improve the prospects of their
members/clients, was unsatisfactory
• ASSOCHAM/CII/FICCI
can
initiate cooperation with their
counterpart organizations overseas
to expedite acquisition of modern,
state of the art technologies, IT
processes, International standards to
improve foreign investment, Indian
employment. Apex organizations
have offices in Washington DC - two
officers therein should liaise with the
Inc. chapters in the nearby States of
USA to achieve good results.
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•

•

Only helping big business does not
solve problems of India’s SME sector
and generate employment.
Indian Consular Offices in other
cities of USA can also help the effort.

Contact Inc. editors in 50 U S. states
to promote India-USA SMEs foreign
trade
•

Inc. chapters in 50 US States can
identify/short list their members
interested in business with Indian
counterparts. Check possibility of
cooperation for same purpose & try
to be official partner for Inc.
• Check possibility of using services/
contacts for teaming up with Inc.
Biznet
• USA SMEs have low interest to
market in Africa, Middle East, South
Asia & doing so from USA base will
be very costly. Indian counterpart
SMEs can initially do the marketing
until higher level relationships are
developed.
• Work with SME Associations in
Delegation of EU Chambers of
Commerce in India & Japan – JETRO,
Republic of Korea - KOTRA, Taiwan
– TAITECH besides the China SMEs
• A portal like Facebook (for Social
networking) for the SME sector
business networking will be highly
effective, useful and profitable.
Note should be improved by discussion
before approach is made. Approach
involves prior screening, evaluation of
a slate of partners Indian & foreign.
This process is modified periodically
as needs of SME prospect gets clear.
Deloitte & CII in Gujarat & SRK
Associates Bangalore
•

•

Deloitte & CII are working since 2008
to take TOP 100 SMEs of Gujarat
to International level: obtain their
work experience to help improve the
approach to Inc members
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
USA has Bangalore Office SRK
Associates with Officers Ms. S.
Kanetkar & Advisor Mr. Jathar. In

•

9 years they created 175 tie-ups &
foreign trade of US$ 600 million
annually by 2013.
USA based Indian management
consultants can get US$ salaries from
US State Economic Development
Councils or Inc.’s State-wise chapters
to promote the firms of each State/
Sector for partnership with top 5%
Indian SMEs

Germany’s Mittelstand
• Mid sized manufacturers in Germany
– collectively known as Mittelstand –
are the backbones of the 4th largest
economy. Family owned firms, many
of them 5th generation, strong
apprenticeship system, excellent
relations with schools & colleges,
companies & labour. are the ecosystem.
• South Korea’s President Park recently
led group of mid-sized companies to
learn from the Mittelstandler. A top
SK official regularly leads heads of
Chinese family firms in manufacturing
to cooperate with German firms.
• Business models can never be
transported lock, stock and barrel.
A lot of hard work is to co-ordinate
between the two countries business,
work environment and relations with
other stake holders like Universities,
big business, government policies.
• Management science progresses
by picking up ideas from all over
the world and remixing them into
productive combinations for local
use.
Note of caution
The foregoing slides may appear
simplistic. The subject must be studied,
improved substantially by bureaucrats,
bankers, industry leaders with accent to
solve problems within time limit, increase
employment. SMEs deserve better,
sympathetic treatment as they cannot
afford delayed solutions primarily based
on “rent collection” by the authorities.
arunhardikar@yahoo.com
views expressed here are persona
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MSME Schemes

Courtesy : Ministry of MSME, Govt. of India

SME Division Scheme						
1.       Scheme
Description

Nature of assistance
Who can apply?

International Cooperation Scheme
The Scheme would cover the following activities:
(a)
Deputation of MSME business delegations to other countries for exploring new areas of technology infusion/upgradation, facilitating joint
ventures, improving market of MSMEs products, foreign collaborations, etc.
(b) Participation by Indian MSMEs in international exhibitions, trade fairs and buyer-seller meets in foreign countries as well as in India, in which
there is international participation.
(c)
Holding international conferences and seminars on topics and themes of interest to the MSME.
IC Scheme provides financial assistance towards the airfare and space rent of entrepreneurs. Assistance is provided on the basis of size and the
type of the enterprise.
(a)
State/Central Government Organisations;
(b) Industry/Enterprise Associations; and
(c)
Registered Societies/Trusts and Organisations associated with the promotion and development of MSMEs

How to apply?



Apply online. or else

You can send the Applications for seeking financial assistance, in the prescribed to the Director (International Cooperation), Ministry
of MSME, Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi 110 011
Performance and Credit Rating Scheme for Micro and Small Enterprises
The objective of the Scheme is to create awareness amongst micro & small enterprises about the strengths and weaknesses of their operations and
also their credit worthiness. The Scheme is implemented by National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) and Rating under the scheme is being
carried out through empanelled rating agencies i.e. CRISIL, ONICRA, ICRA, SMERA, Brickwork, India Ratings (earlier known as FITCH) and
CARE. The enterprises are at liberty to select any of the rating agencies empanelled with NSIC.
Turn Over
Fee to be reimbursed by Ministry of MSME
Up to Rs.50 lacs
75% of the fee charged by the rating agency subject to a ceiling Rs. 15,000/Above Rs.50 lacs to Rs.200 lacs
75% of the fee charged by the rating agency subject to a ceiling of Rs.30,0001Above Rs.200 lacs
75% of the fee charged by the rating agency subject to a ceiling of Rs.40,000/Any enterprise registered in India as a micro or small enterprise is eligible to apply
The micro and small enterprises shall be at liberty to select any of the approved rating agencies empanelled under the rating scheme. The rating
agency chosen by the unit shall be mentioned in its request for obtaining the rating.
The application forms will also be made available at the website of Ministry of MSME, NSIC, Office of Development Commissioner, MSME,
Coir Board, KVIC and the Rating Agencies. Interested MSME Associations will also be requested to make available the Application. Form from
their website. The MSE unit willing to get rated under the Scheme can download the application from any of these website or obtain a copy of the
application from any of the offices of the above agency. Any MSE unit wishing to apply for rating will have to fill up the prescribed application form
and submit the same to the rating agency chosen by it and as well upload the same on the website www.msmedatabank.in.
Assistance to Training Institutions Scheme
The assistance shall be provided to training institutions in the form of capital grant for creation/strengthening of infrastructure and programme
support for conducting entrepreneurship development and skill development programmes.
Maximum assistance for creation or strengthening of infrastructure will be Rs. 150 lakhs on matching basis, not exceeding 50% of project cost.
However, for the North Eastern region (including Sikkim), Andaman & Nicobar and Lakshadweep, the maximum assistance on matching basis
would be Rs. 270 lakhs or 90% of project cost, whichever is less.
Any State/Union Territory Government, Training Institutions, NGOs and other development agencies can apply for assistance for creation or
strengthening of infrastructure.


2. Scheme
Description

Nature of assistance

Who can apply?
How to apply?

3 Scheme
Description
Nature of assistance

Who can apply?

How to apply?

Training Institutions who wish to conduct training programmesunder the Scheme will have to enroll themselves with any of the three National Level
EDIs of the Ministry viz, NIESBUD, Noida; IIE Guwahati and NIMSME, Hyderabad.
1. 	 Apply to Director (EDI), Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, UdyogBhawan, Rafi Marg, New Delhi 110 107.
2. 	

Training Institutions who wish to conduct training programmes or persons who wish to enroll for training programmes under the scheme
may visit http://msmetraining.gov.in/ approach any of the three EDIs mentioned above
4. Scheme for providing financial assistance on marketing support under Marketing Assistance Scheme
Related Scheme
Marketing Assistance Scheme
Description
The assistance is provided for the following activities:
A. Organizing Exhibitions abroad and participation in International Exhibitions/Trade Fairs
B. Co-sponsoring of Exhibitions organized by other organisations/ industry associations/agencies
Nature of assistance

Who can apply?
How to apply?
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C. Organizing Buyer-Seller Meets, Intensive Campaigns and Marketing Promotion Events
Financial assistance of up to 95% of the airfare and space rent of entrepreneurs. Assistance is provided on the basis of size and the type of the
enterprise.
Financial assistance for co-sponsoring would be limited to 40 % of the net expenditure, subject to maximum amount of Rs. 5 lakh
MSMEs, Industry Associations and other organizations related to MSME sector
Application submitted to the nearest office of National Small Industries Corporation, with full details and justification.
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ARI Division Scheme

1. Scheme for providing financial assistance to set up new enterprises under PMEGP
Related Scheme
Prime Minister Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP)
Description
The Scheme is implemented by Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC), as the nodal agency at the National level. At the State level,
the Scheme is implemented through State KVIC Directorates, State Khadi and Village Industries Boards (KVIBs) and District Industries Centres
(DICs) and banks. The Government subsidy under the Scheme is routed by KVIC through the identified Banks for eventual distribution to the
beneficiaries / entrepreneurs in their Bank accounts.
Nature of assistance The maximum cost of the project/unit admissible under manufacturing sector is Rs.25 lakh and under business/service sector is Rs.10 lakh.
Levels of funding under PMEGP
Categories of beneficiaries under PMEGP
Beneficiary’s contribution
Rate of Subsidy
(of project cost)
(of project cost)
Area (location of project/unit)
Urban
Rural
General Category
10%
15%
25%
Special (including SC / ST / OBC / Minorities
5%
25%
35%
/
Women,
Ex-servicemen,
Physically
handicapped, NER, Hill and Border areas, etc.
The balance amount of the total project cost will be provided by Banks as term loan as well as working capital.
Who can apply?
Any individual, above 18 years of age. At least VIII standard pass for projects costing above Rs.10 lakh in the manufacturing sector and above Rs. 5
lakh in the business / service sector. Only new projects are considered for sanction under PMEGP. Self Help Groups (including those belonging to
BPL provided that they have not availed benefits under any other Scheme), Institutions registered under Societies Registration Act,1860; Production
Co-operative Societies, and Charitable Trusts are also eligible.
Existing Units (under PMRY, REGP or any other scheme of Government of India or State Government) and the units that have already availed
Government Subsidy under any other scheme of Government of India or State Government are NOT eligible.
1.
The State/Divisional Directors of KVIC in consultation with KVIB and Director of Industries of respective states (for DICs) will give
How to apply?
advertisements locally through print & electronic media inviting applications along with project proposals from prospective beneficiaries
desirous of establishing the enterprise/ starting of service units under PMEGP.
2.
The beneficiaries can also submit their application online at http://www.kviconline.gov.in/pmegp/pmegponlineapp and take the printout of
the application and submit the same to respective offices along with Detailed Project Report and other required documents.
2. Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries(SFURTI).
Related Scheme
Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries(SFURTI).
Description
The objectives of the scheme is to organize the traditional industries and artisans into clusters to make them competitive and provide support
for their long term sustainability, sustained employment, to enhance marketability of products of such clusters,to equip traditional artisans of
the associated clusters with the improved skills, to make provision for common facilities and improved tools and equipments for artisans,to
strengthen the cluster governance systems with the active participation of the stakeholders, and to build up innovated and traditional skills, improved
technologies, advanced processes, market intelligence and new models of public-private partnerships, so as to gradually replicate similar models of
cluster-based regenerated traditional industries.
Nature of assistance The financial assistance provided for any specific project shall be subject to a maximum of Rs 8 (eight) crore to support Soft, Hard and Thematic
interventions.
Type of clusters
Heritage Clusters (1000-2500 artisans*)
Rs 8 crore
Major Clusters (500-1000 artisans*)
Rs 3 crore
Mini-Clusters (Upto 500 artisans*)
Rs 1.5 crore
* For NER/J & K and Hill States, there will be 50% reduction in the number of artisans per cluster.
Who can apply?
Non-Government organizations (NGOs), institutions of the Central and State Governments and semi-Government institutions, field functionaries
of State and Central Govt., Panchayati Raj institutions (PRIs), Private sector by forming cluster specific SPVs, Corporates and corporate
Responsibillity (CSR) foundations with expertise to undertake cluster development.
How to apply?
Nominee of the deceased KhadiKarigar to submit original death certificate to Pension Group Schemes Department of LIC of India through the
Khadi institution under which the deceased was a member.
3. A Scheme for Promotion of Innovation, Rural Industry &Entrepreneurship(ASPIRE).
Related Scheme
Livelihood Business Incubators and Technology Business Incubators
Description
Objective of the scheme are as follows:- (i) Create new jobs and reduce employment,
(ii)
Promote entrepreneurship culture in India,
(iii) Grassroots economic development at district level,
(iv) Facilitate innovative business solution for unmet social needs, and
(v)
Promote innovation to further strengthen the competitiveness of MSME sector.
Nature of assistance A-Livelihood Business Incubators by NSIC,KVIC,Coir Board or any other Institution or any other Institution or Agency of Govt. of India/State
•
Setting up LBI’s (100lakh for NSIC&ors. And INR 50 lakh for eligible agencies under ppp) for plant & machinery only.
B- Technology Business Incubators 1-Incubation center
•
Support for Existing Incubators(INR 30 lakh for incubator capex*)
•
Setting up of New Incubator(INR 100 lakh for incubator capex*)
2-Incubation of Ideas(INR 3 lakh per idea)
3- Creation of Enterprise out of innovative idea(Seed Capital fund@ INR 1.00 cr. per incubator for enterprise creation@ 50% of project cost or
20 lakh per successful idea whichever is less)
4-Accelerator workshop
Who can apply?

•
•
•

Any individual, above 18 years of age as an incubate can be skilled;
Any entrepreneur who wants to set up start-ups;
Any technical/research institutes/universities including those in the field of rural and agro based industry;
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•

Any institution or agency under the Government of India or any State Govt. in the field of technology, rural development and entrepreneur
development, business management or any body corporate under PPP mode can set up LBI;
•
Any existing incubation centres operating currently under different Ministries and departments of the Govt. of India or institutions including
National/regional level institutions of GOI/state Govts. To set up such centre dedicated to incubation and entreprise creation in the area of
Agro based Industries and also new incubation centres to be set up by eligible private institutions including industry Association, along with
the Academic Institutions, R & D laboratories, Universities, Govt. entities and Technology Parks;
•
Institutions registered under SocitiesRegisteration Act, 1860;
•
Production Co-operative Societies and Charitable Trusts;
•
Existing Incubators and the incubators that have already availed Govt. Subsidy under any other scheme of Govt. of India or State Govt. for
the same set of activities under Incubation are not eligible.
How to apply?
Proposal in the prescribed Performa along with necessary enclosures and endorsement from the Head of the existing incubator or from the Head
of the Institution interested in setting up of new incubator may be sent to the following addresses:The Member Convener,
Scheme Steering Committee, ASPIRE, O/o The Joint Secretary (ARI) Division, Room No.171 Udyog Bhawan,
New Delhi-110011, Tel-011-23061543, Fax-011-23062858., Email: js.ari@nic.in
4. Scheme for providing insurance cover to khadi artisans under JanshreeBimaYojana
Related Scheme
Janshree Bima Yojana for khadi artisans
Description
In order to provide insurance cover to khadi artisans, a scheme of group insurance in the name of Khadi Karigar Janashree Bima Yojana (JBY) was
launched on 15 August 2003. This scheme was formulated by KVIC in association with the Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC).
Nature of assistance For death due to: (1) natural causes – Rs.20,000; and (2) accident – Rs.50,000.
For permanent disability (loss of two eyes or two limbs) – Rs.50,000. For partial disability (loss of one eye or one limb) – Rs.25,000.
Free Add-on benefit: Scholarship of Rs.300 per quarter for children the children of Khadi Karigar, studying in 9th to 12th standard subject to a
maximum of 2 children per family.
Who can apply?
KhadiKarigar (Spinners and Weavers) aged between 18 years and 59 years and below and marginally above poverty line.
How to apply?
Nominee of the deceased KhadiKarigar to submit original death certificate to Pension Group Schemes Department of LIC of India through the
Khadi institution under which the deceased was a member.
Related Scheme
Market Development Assistance
Description
Government has introduced w.e.f 01.04.2010, a flexible, growth stimulating and artisan oriented Market Development Assistance (MDA) Scheme,
in place of the erstwhile system of Rebate. Under MDA, financial assistance is provided to institutions @ 20% of the value of production of khadi
and polyvastra, to be shared among artisans, producing institutions and selling institutions in the ratio 25:30:45. MDA provides institutions flexibility
to use the assistance for improving the outlets, products and production processes, besides giving incentive to customers, etc.
Nature of assistance MDA shall be allowed @ 20% on cost of production of Khadi (Cotton, Silk, Woollen) and Polyvastra to the extent of production target approved
by the Standing Finance Committee (SFC) of KVIC for the year.
Who can apply?
The Khadi institutions, having valid Khadi certificate and categorized as A+, A, B and C, are only eligible to avail MDA grant from KVIC.
How to apply?
The total amount of MDA on production will be claimed by the producing institution from the KVIC and will be distributed amongst the stake
holders viz. spinners and weavers, producing institutions and selling institutions in the ratio 25%, 30% and 45% respectively. Producing institutions
shall submit quarterly claim of MDA based on the actual production achieved during the preceding quarter of the financial year. The difference,
if any, would be adjusted in the last quarter of the financial year on the basis of audited accounts by the Chartered Accountants. MDA shall be
preferably reimbursed electronically by State/ Divisional office of KVIC on quarterly basis.
5. A Scheme for Promotion of Innovation, Rural Industry &Entrepreneurship (ASPIRE).
Related Scheme
Livelihood Business Incubators and Technology Business Incubators
Description
Objective of the scheme are as follows:- (i) Create new jobs and reduce employment,
(ii) Promote entrepreneurship culture in India,
(iii) Grassroots economic development at district level,
(iv) Facilitate innovative business solution for unmet social needs, and
(v) Promote innovation to further strengthen the competitiveness of MSME sector.
Nature of assistance A-Livelihood Business Incubators by NSIC,KVIC,Coir Board or any other Institution or any other Institution or Agency of Govt. of India/State
• Setting up LBI’s (100lakh for NSIC&ors. And INR 50 lakh for eligible agencies under ppp) for plant & machinery only.
B- Technology Business Incubators 1-Incubation center
• Support for Existing Incubators(INR 30 lakh for incubator capex*)
• Setting up of New Incubator(INR 100 lakh for incubator capex*)
2-Incubation of Ideas(INR 3 lakh per idea)
3- Creation of Enterprise out of innovative idea(Seed Capital fund@ INR 1.00 cr. per incubator for enterprise creation@ 50% of project cost or
20 lakh per successful idea whichever is less)
4-Accelerator workshop
•
Any individual, above 18 years of age as an incubate can be skilled;
Who can apply?
•
Any entrepreneur who wants to set up start-ups;
•
Any technical/research institutes/universities including those in the field of rural and agro based industry;
•
Any institution or agency under the Government of India or any State Govt. in the field of technology, rural development and entrepreneur
development, business management or any body corporate under PPP mode can set up LBI;
•
Any existing incubation centres operating currently under different Ministries and departments of the Govt. of India or institutions including
National/regional level institutions of GOI/state Govts. To set up such centre dedicated to incubation and entreprise creation in the area of
Agro based Industries and also new incubation centres to be set up by eligible private institutions including industry Association, along with
the Academic Institutions, R & D laboratories, Universities, Govt. entities and Technology Parks;
•
Institutions registered under SocitiesRegisteration Act, 1860;
•
Production Co-operative Societies and Charitable Trusts;
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•
How to apply?

Existing Incubators and the incubators that have already availed Govt. Subsidy under any other scheme of Govt. of India or State Govt. for
the same set of activities under Incubation are not eligible.
Proposal in the prescribed Performa along with necessary enclosures and endorsement from the Head of the existing incubator or from the Head
of the Institution interested in setting up of new incubator may be sent to the following addresses:The Member Convener,
Scheme Steering Committee, ASPIRE, O/o The Joint Secretary (ARI) Division, Room No.171 Udyog Bhawan,
New Delhi-110011, Tel-011-23061543, Fax-011-23062858, Email: js.ari@nic.in

DC MSME Scheme

1. Reimbursement of registration fee for Bar coding
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Providing Financial Assistance on Bar-Code’ an NMCP Scheme
Description
The financial assistance is provided towards 75% reimbursement of only one-time registration fee and 75% of annual recurring fee for first three
years paid by MSEs to GS1 India for using of Bar Coding
Nature of assistance Funding support for reimbursement of 75% of one time and recurring bar code registration fees.
Who can apply?
All MSMEs with EM registration.
How to apply?
Apply online.or else, You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
2. Support for setting up of ‘Business Incubators’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Support for entrepreneurial and managerial development of SMEs through incubators’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The objective is to provides early stage funding for nurturing innovative business ideas (new indigenious technology, processes, products, procedure
etc.) which could be commercialized in a year.
Nature of assistance Funding support for infrastructure development and pilot projects.
Who can apply?
Any individual or MSME having innovative idea near commercialization can apply to the host institution (e.g. (IITs , NITs, Technical colledges,reaearch
institutes etc ). The host Institutions can apply to office of DC-MSME or their nearest DIs for application.
1.
If you are an individual or MSME, contact your nearest host institution.
How to apply?
2.
If you are a host institution apply online.or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.Click Here to know the contact details of your
nearest MSME-DI.
3. Funding support for conducting ‘QMS Awareness’ workshops
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘ Enabling manufacturing sector to be competitive through Quality Management Standards and Quality technology tools’- an NMCP
Scheme
Description
This support programs aims at organizing awareness campaigns to sensitize MSMEs, students from it is on Quality Management Standards/Quality
Technology Tools and related DC-MSME schemes
Nature of assistance Funding support for conducting training and awareness activities.
Who can apply?
Expert organisations and industry associations.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else, You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
4. Funding support for conducting assessment of IPR related needs of MSMEs
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Building Awareness on Intellectual Property Rights’ (IPR) for the Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The support programs aims to promote assessment studies to identify the IPR needs of identified MSME clusters/industries and to recommend
measures for strengthening of IP portfolio.
Nature of assistance Funding support for conducting assessment studies.
Who can apply?
Industry associations and other technical experts.
Apply online. or else, You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
How to apply?
5. Funding support for implementing ‘Lean Manufacturing’ projects
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Lean Manufacturing Competitiveness of Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (LMCS)’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The objective is to enhance the manufacturing competitiveness of MSMEs through the application of various Lean Manufacturing (LM) techniques
Nature of assistance Financial assistance for implementing pilot projects.
1.
Interested industry associations.
Who can apply?
2.
Group of approx. 10 MSME units which qualify under MSME-Development Act, 2006 and form an SPV (Mini Cluster).
How to apply?
Apply online. or else, You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply..
6. Funding support for setting up ‘Mini Tool Rooms’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Setting up Mini Tool Room & Training Centres under PPP Mode’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
Financial assistance would be provided by Govt of India (GOI) to set up Mini tool rooms through a Public Private Partnership mode. The mini tool
rooms aim to provide facilities to MSMEs for design and manufacturing of tooling’s.
Nature of assistance GOI would provide funds to meet a part of the project cost, the extent of which would be determined through a competitive bidding process.
Who can apply?
An individual, firm, company, association, NGO or society ,SPVs set up by States in partnership with private partners, State Govt or State Agencies,
other than NGOs.SME-Development Act, 2006 and form an SPV (Mini Cluster).
How to apply?
Apply online. or else, You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
7. Funding support for implementing ‘Design’ projects
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Building Design expertise of MSMEs Manufacturing sector (Design clinic scheme)’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The support program aims to enable MSMEs develop new design strategies, get consultancy support from design experts and implement ‘Design’
projects.
Nature of assistance Funding Support for implementing Design Projects.
1.
MSMEs or Group of MSMEs as prime applicants.
Who can apply?
2.
Others (academic institutes, design consultants) as co-applicants along with a designated MSME (prime applicant)
3.
Individual (e.g. design students ) as co-applicants in collaboration with the academic institution and MSME (prime applicant)
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Note: It is necessary for an MSME (prime applicant) to apply along with a design consultant as a co-applicant. If you are an MSME and are in search
of a design consultant, please click here to view and get in touch with prospective partners as design consultants.
If you are an MSME or group of MSMEs Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply. If you are a co-applicant, collaborate
How to apply?
with an MSME or academic institution to apply for a project
8. Enable participation of MSMEs in state/district level trade fairs and provide funding support
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Marketing Assistance and Technology Up-gradation of MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
Provide marketing platform to manufacturing MSMEs through enabling their participation in State/District level exhibitions being organized by
State/District Authorities/Associations
Free registration for participating in trade fairs
Nature of assistance 1 .
Note: The selection of participants would be done by the MSME-DIs post the submission of application
2.
Reimbursement of 50% of to and fro actual fare by shortest distance/direct train (limited to AC II tier class) from the nearest railway station/
bus fare to the place of exhibition and 50% space rental charges for MSMEs (General category entrepreneurs).
3.
For Women/SC/ST Entrepreneurs & Entrepreneurs from North Eastern Region Govt. of India will reimburse 80% of items listed above
in Point (2)
Note: The total reimbursement will be max. Rs. 30,000/- per unit for the SC/ST/Women/Physically Handicapped entrepreneurs, while for the
other units the max. limit will be Rs. 20,000/- per person per MSME unit
Note: The participant is required to submit follow-up proofs post attending the event to claim reimbursement. The proofs can be submitted after
logging in online under the section “My Applications” or directly contacting a DI office.
Who can apply?
All MSMEs with EM registration.
How to apply?
Apply online for participating in trade fairs, or else You can also contact your nearest MSME DI or associations and NGOs apply for participation.
9. Funding for conducting assessment and gap analysis related to packaging needs
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Marketing Assistance and Technology Up-gradation of MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The support program aims to promote studies , assessment gap analysis with reference to the existing packaging procedures vis-à-vis the modern
packaging techniques required for the export market.
Nature of assistance Funding support (INR 10 Lakh) for conducting analytical studies.
Who can apply?
Competent agency as per the EOI guidelines.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
10. Funding support for conducting trade competition studies
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Marketing Assistance and Technology Up-gradation of MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The support program aims to conduct studies is to identify sectors in which the products are threatened by international competition due to issues
related to marketing/branding strategies
Nature of assistance Funding support for conducting market research and analytical studies.
Who can apply?
Competent agency as per the EOI guidelines.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
11. Funding support for conducting awareness workshops on ‘Packaging Techniques’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Marketing Assistance and Technology Up-gradation of MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
This support program aims at raising awareness on technology upgradation in packaging and building capacities and related DC-MSME schemes
through organizing workshops (normally 1 day duration) for MSMEs
Nature of assistance
Who can apply?
Competent agency as per the EOI guideline.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
12. Funding support for conducting skill development programs on ‘Modern Marketing Techniques’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Marketing Assistance and Technology Up-gradation of MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The focus of this component will be on imparting training for upgrading the skills of cluster/product group members on modern marketing
techniques . The training programmes will be designed and organized by the specialized institutes/industry associations by utilizing the services of
the competent faculties from expert institutions . The programme will be designed for two days duration . The training of at least 20 persons in
each cluster will be necessary.
Nature of assistance Skill development.
Who can apply?
Competent agency as per the EOI guidelines.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
13. Funding support for implementation of pilot projects related to ‘Packaging Techniques’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Marketing Assistance and Technology Up-gradation of MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The objective of the program is to promote adoption of modern packaging techniques through implementing pilot projects in select MSMEs
Nature of assistance Funding support for conducting pilot projects.
Who can apply?
Competent agency as per the EOI guidelines.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
14. Funding support for setting up of ‘Marketing Hubs’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Marketing Assistance and Technology Up-gradation of MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
Marketing hubs are being set up to provide facilities for B2B meeting among MSMEs, wholesale and retail marketing of MSME products, exploring
the export opportunities for the MSME products ,to attract new customers and enhance the marketing reach of the MSMEs.
Nature of assistance Financial assistance for infrastructure development.
Who can apply?
Others.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
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15. Funding support to MSME for adopting Corporate Governance practices
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Marketing Assistance and Technology Up-gradation of MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The objective is to encourage MSMEs to adopt good corporate governance practices. Office of the Development Commissioner (MSME) will
identify MSME units for participating in the corporate governance activities on the basis of request received through the MSME- DIs, Industries
Associations and NGOs.
Nature of assistance Financial assistance for adopting corporate governance practices.
Who can apply?
All MSMEs.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
16. Funding support to MSMEs belonging to North-East (NE) Regions for participation in marketing events
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Marketing Assistance and Technology Up-gradation of MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The Office of the DC (MSME) will identify MSME clusters / units from NE region for participation in selected marketing events and exhibitions
for displaying their products & services
Nature of assistance Reimbursement of registration fee and travel cost for participation in marketing events.
Who can apply?
NGOs and Industry associations can receive requests from MSMEs and apply to Office of DC-MSME/nearest MSME-DIs. An MSME can contact
MSME-DIs, Industries Associations and NGOs for application.
How to apply?
If you are an MSME, Industry Association or NGO, Apply online. or else, You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
Remark- Application form will be different for MSME, Industry association, NGO in this case.
17. Participate in awareness workshops on ‘Packaging Techniques’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Marketing Assistance and Technology Up-gradation of MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The workshops aim to encourage MSMEs adopt latest packaging techniques and provide DC-MSME scheme related awareness. The workshop will
normally be of one-day duration.
Nature of assistance Skill development.
Who can apply?
All MSMEs. Note: The selection of the MSMEs will be done on the basis of proposals received from MSME-Dis, industry associations, state govt
and technical institutions.
How to apply?
The details of the workshop/training programme and registration facility will be provided by the respective organizer or else, You can contact your
nearest MSME-DI for more information.
18. Funding for organizing awareness programs on Energy Efficiency
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Technology and Quality Upgradation (TEQUP) Support to MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
Energy efficiency workshops will be conducted in MSME clusters. The primary objective of this Activity is to handhold the MSME clusters in
adopting energy efficient processes. The awareness programme will normally be of one day duration with the participation of at least 30 MSMEs.
Nature of assistance Funding support for organizing training and awareness activities on energy efficiency.
Who can apply?
Expert organizations like PCRA, BEE,TERI, IITs, NITs etc. or State Govt. agencies like MITCON, GEDA etc., and the autonomous bodies of
Central/State Govt are eligible to apply for funding support.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
19. Funding support for conducting energy audits, preparation of audit reports and detailed project reports (DPRs)
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Technology and Quality Upgradation (TEQUP) Support to MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The support program aims to handhold the MSME clusters in adopting energy efficient processes, conducting energy audits and preparing related
reports (audit reports,DPRs)
Nature of assistance Funding support to MSMEs, industry associations and expert agencies for conducting energy audits, preparing audit reports and DPR.
Who can apply?
MSMEs ,Iindustry based associations of MSMEs and expert agencies . Please click on the button ‘Eligibility Criteria’ for details.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
20. Funding support for implementing pilot projects on ‘Energy Efficient Technologies’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Technology and Quality Upgradation (TEQUP) Support to MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The objective is to encourage MSMEs in adopting energy efficient technologies through implementation of pilot projects
Nature of assistance Financial support through banks (SIDBI) to MSMEs for adopting energy efficient technologies.
Who can apply?
MSMEs.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
Note: Submission of bankable DPR is a necessary for applying for the financial support.
21. Funding support for setting up of ‘Carbon Credit Aggregation Centres’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Technology and Quality Upgradation (TEQUP) Support to MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The support program aims to promote setting up of carbon aggregation centers in the potential clusters having adequate number of EET/
Renewable Energy (RE) based projects
Nature of assistance Funding support for infrastructure development.
Who can apply?
MSME associations, Technical Institutions, ESCOs.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
22. Participate in ‘Energy Efficiency’ workshop
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Technology and Quality Upgradation (TEQUP) Support to MSMEs’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The primary objective of the workshops is to encourage MSMEs adopt energy efficient processes and increase awareness about related DC-MSME
schemes. The awareness programme will normally be of one day duration with the participation of at least 30 MSMEs
Nature of assistance Skill Development.
Who can apply?
All MSME units from the selected clusters.
How to apply?
The details of the workshop/training programme and registration facility will be provided by the respective organizer or else, You can contact your
nearest MSME-DI for more information. Click Here to know the contact details of your nearest MSME-DI.
23. Funding support for conducting ICT Awareness Workshop
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Related Scheme
Description

Scheme for ‘Promotion of ICT in Indian Manufacturing Sector (ICT)’- an NMCP Scheme
The objective is to sensitize the MSMEs in the identified cluster towards the benefits from the adoption of ICT tools in their production chain and
business process through training and awareness workshops and increase awareness of related DC-MSME schemes
Nature of assistance Financial assistance for conducting training and awareness activity.
Who can apply?
Technology providers and IT partners as selected as per the guidelines in EOI.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
24. Funding support for establishing National portal
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Promotion of ICT in Indian Manufacturing Sector (ICT)’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The scope of this activity includes setting up a National level portal connected with web portals at cluster level to facilitate e-commerce &
e-catalogue related facility to MSMEs
Nature of assistance Funding support for soft infrastructure up gradation.
Who can apply?
Any Govt. agency / IT company selected on the basis of EOI.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
25. Funding support for ICT infrastructure upgradation
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Promotion of ICT in Indian Manufacturing Sector (ICT)’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
To support upgradation of ICT infrastructure of MSMEs in the selected clusters, a one-time subsidy of 25 per cent,(subject to the prescribed
ceiling,)will be provided to the MSMEs on the institutional finance availed by them for procurement of ICT related hardware and software.
Nature of assistance Funding support to MSMEs for infrastructure upgradation.
Who can apply?
MSMEs.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
26. Funding support for setting up of ‘E-readiness Center’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Promotion of ICT in Indian Manufacturing Sector (ICT)’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
E-readiness centre will be set up for providing local solution and training of MSME staff,To establish an e-RC, the concerned SPV will provide
land & building as per the requirement set out in the cluster-specific DPR The necessary hardware and software for the centre will be set up by the
selected hardware vendor
Nature of assistance Financial assistance for infrastructure development Note: The concerned SPV will provide land & building as per the requirement set out in the
cluster-specific DPR. The necessary hardware and software for the centre will be provided by the selected hardware vendor.
Who can apply?
The designated nodal agency along with SPV and IT vendors. Please click on the button ‘Eligibility Criteria’ for further details.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
27. Participate in ‘ICT Awareness’ workshop
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Promotion of ICT in Indian Manufacturing Sector (ICT)’- an NMCP Scheme
Description
The objective is to sensitize the MSMEs in the identified cluster towards the benefits from the adoption of ICT tools in their production chain and
business process through training and awareness workshops and increase awareness of related DC-MSME schemes
Nature of assistance Skill Development.
Who can apply?
All MSME units.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
28. Funding support for cluster related hard interventions
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Micro & Small Enterprises Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP)’
Description
This support program aims to enhance and develop cluster infrastructure projects for facilities such as power distribution, water, telecommunication
etc.
Nature of assistance Funding support for cluster infrastructure development.
Who can apply?
State/UT Governments through an appropriate state government agency with a good track record in implementing such projects.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
29. Funding support for conducting soft interventions in MSME clusters
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Micro & Small Enterprises Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP)’
Description
The several soft interventions include activities such as: General awareness, counseling, motivation and trust building, Exposure visits Market
development including exports, participation in seminars Workshops and training programmes on technology upgradation etc
Nature of assistance Funding support for conducting training and awareness activities.
Who can apply?
Implementing agencies like MSME-DIs, offices of state governments , national and international institutions engaged in development of the MSME
sector, orany other institution/agency approved by the Ministry of MSME.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
30. Funding support for preparing cluster level ‘Detailed Project Report (DPR)’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Micro & Small Enterprises Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP)’
Description
This support programs aims at conducting preparation of cluster level DPRs to analyze the technical feasibility and financial viability for setting up
CFCs , infrastructural development project for new industrial estate/area/cluster and other aspects
Nature of assistance Funding support for conducting analytical studies.
Who can apply?
Implementing agencies like MSME-DIs, offices of state governments , national and international institutions engaged in development of the MSE
sector or any other institution/agency approved by the Ministry of MSME.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
31. Funding support for preparing cluster level ‘Diagnostic Study Report (DSR)’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Micro & Small Enterprises Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP)’
Description
This support programs aims at conducting DSRs to map all business processes of the cluster units,do SWOT analysis, analyse problems and
impediments, provide suggestions and a well drawn action plan for enhancing competitiveness of the units of the cluster on a self sustaining
trajectory of growth
Nature of assistance Funding support for conducting analytical studies.
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Who can apply?

Implementing agencies like MSME-DIs, offices of state governments , national and international institutions engaged in development of the MSE
sector or any other institution/agency approved by the Ministry of MSME.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
32. Funding support for setting up of ‘Common Facility Centers’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Micro & Small Enterprises Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP)’
Description
The support programs aims to set up CFCs including tangible “assets” like Testing Facility, Design Centre, Production Centre, Effluent Treatment
Plant, Training Centre, R&D Centre, Raw Material Bank/Sales Depot, Product Display Centre, Information Centre, and any other need based
facility for balancing/correcting/improving production line that cannot be undertaken by individual units
Nature of assistance Funding support for infrastructure development.
Who can apply?
Implementing agencies like offices of the Ministry of MSME, offices of state governments, national and international institutions engaged in
development of the MSE sector or any other institution/agency approved by the Ministry of MSME.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
33. Funding support for setting up of common display centers for women
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Micro & Small Enterprises Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP)’
Description
The GoI financial assistance (upto 40% of the project cost) shall be available to Associations of Women Entrepreneurs for establishing exhibition
centres at central places for display and sale of products of women owned micro and small enterprises
Nature of assistance The GoI financial assistance (upto 40% of the project cost) shall be available for infrastructure development.
Who can apply?
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
34. Participate in awareness programs on ‘Cluster Development’
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Micro & Small Enterprises Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP)’
Description
Soft interventions including general awareness, counseling, motivation and trust building, exposure visits, market development including exports,
participation in seminars, workshops and training programmes on technology upgradation, etc will be conducted in the cluster for sensitizing the
cluster on cluster development activities and trust building.
Nature of assistance Skill development.
Who can apply?
All MSME units.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
35. Capital subsidy support on credit for technology upgradation
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Credit Linked Capital Subsidy for Technology Upgradation (CLCS- TU)’
Description
MSMEs can get a capital subsidy (~15%) on credit availed for technology upgradation
Nature of assistance Financial assistance for availing credit and loan.
1. Banks and financial institutions can apply to DC-MSME for availing support.
Who can apply?
2. MSMEs need to directly contact the respective banks for getting credit and capital subsidy.
How to apply?
If you are a financial institution, click on “Apply Now” button below or else you can also directly contact the Office of DC-MSME. Click Here to
view the contact details of Office of DC-MSME If you are an MSME, directly contact the respective banks/financial institutions as listed in the
scheme guidelines.
36. Provision of collateral free credit for MSMEs
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Credit Guarantee Fund for Micro and SmalI Enterprises’
Description
Banks and financial institutions are provided funding assistance under this scheme so that they can in turn lend collateral free credit to MSMEs
Nature of assistance Funding support to banks and financial institutions for lending collateral-free credit to MSMEs.
Who can apply?
Banks and financial institutions can apply to office of DC-MSME/MSME-DIs .for availing support. MSMEs need to directly contact the respective
banks for getting credit.
1.
If you are a financial institution, directly contact Office of DC-MSME .
How to apply?
2.
If you are an MSME, directly contact the respective banks/financial institutions as listed in the scheme guidelines.
3.
Financial institution can click on apply now button to apply online.
37. Reimbursement of certification fees for acquiring ISO standards
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘ISO 9000/ISO 14001 Certification Reimbursement
Description
The GoI assistance will be provided for one-time reimbursement of expenditure to such MSME manufacturing units which acquire ISO 18000/
ISO 22000/ISO 27000 Certification
Nature of assistance Reimbursement of expenditure incurred on acquiring ISO standards.
Who can apply?
MSMEs with EM registration.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
38. Enable participation of MSMEs in international trade fairs and provide funding support
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Market Development Assistance (MDA) to MSMEs’
Description
Encourage participation of representatives from MSMEs under MSME India stall at International Trade Fairs/ Exhibitions.
Free registration for participating in trade fairs
Nature of assistance 1.
Note: The selection of participants would be done by the MSME-DIs post the submission of application
2.
75% of air fare by economy class and 50% space rental charges for MSMEs (General category entrepreneurs).
Note: The total subsidy on air fare & space rental charges will be restricted to Rs.1.25 lakh per unit and one person per MSME unit.
3.
For Women/SC/ST Entrepreneurs & Entrepreneurs from North Eastern Region Govt. of India will reimburse 100% of space rent and
economy class air fare.
Who can apply?
All MSMEs with EM registration.
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How to apply?

Click on “View and Apply” button to view calendar and apply online for participating in trade fairs Note: The participant is required to submit
follow-up proofs post attending the event to claim reimbursement. The proofs can be submitted after logging in online under the section “My
Applications”. You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply. Click Here to know the contact details of your nearest MSME-DI.
39. Funding support for contesting anti-dumping cases
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Market Development Assistance (MDA) to MSMEs’
Description
The assistance includes funding support for initiating/ contesting anti-dumping cases by MSME Associations
Nature of assistance Finding support for undertaking legal procedures.
Who can apply?
Industry Associations.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
40. Reimbursement of registration fee for Bar coding
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Market Development Assistance (MDA) to MSMEs’
Description
The financial assistance is provided towards 75% reimbursement of only one-time registration fee and 75% of annual recurring fee for first three
years paid by MSEs to GS1 India for using of Bar Coding
Nature of assistance Funding support for reimbursement of 75% of one time and recurring bar code registration fees.
Who can apply?
All MSMEs with EM registration.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
41. Funding support for strengthening of infrastructure of EDIs
Related Scheme
Scheme ‘Strengthening of Training Infrastructure of existing and new Entrepreneurship Development Institutions’
Description
The financial assistance will be provided to EDIs for improvement in areas like building, training aids/equipment and other support services .The
State Govt. will examine the expansion/modernisationprogrammes of EDIs.
Nature of assistance Financial assistance to existing and new EDIs for infrastructure development .
Who can apply?
All EDIs.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
42. Funding support to provide for security amount for extending credit to MFIs/NGOs
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Micro Finance Programme’
Description
The scheme of Micro-Finance Programme has been tied-up with SIDBI by way of contributing towards security deposits required from the MFIs/
NGOs to get loans from SIDBI
Nature of assistance Financial assistance to provide for security deposits for lending credit and loans.
Who can apply?
All NGOs and MFIs can contact SIDBI, all MSMEs can contact the NGOs and MFIs.
If you are an NGO, MFI , MSME , directly contact the espective banks/financial institutions as listed in the scheme guidelines or else, contact your
How to apply?
nearest MSME- DI to apply. Click Here to know the on tact details of your nearest MSME-DI.
43. National award for outstanding entrepreneurship
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘National Awards’
Description
The objective of the award is to recognize the achievements of successful entrepreneurs in MSMEs
Nature of assistance All MSMEs with EM registration.
Who can apply?
All MSMEs with EM registration.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
44. National award for R&D efforts
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘National Awards’
Description
This award encourages in-house R&D efforts, promote qualitative development of MSMEs
Nature of assistance Rewards and recognition to MSMEs along with financial assistance upto 1 lakh.
Who can apply?
All MSMEs with EM registration.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
45. National award in selected products
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘National Awards’
Description
This award is to encourage MSE to produce quality products conforming to national and international standards
Nature of assistance Rewards and recognition to MSMEs along with financial assistance upto 1 lakh.
Who can apply?
All MSMEs with EM registration.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
46. Funding support for the formation of Entrepreneur’s Clubs
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Supporting 5 selected universities / colleges to run 1200 entrepreneurship clubs per annum’
Description
The support program aims to support 5 universities to form and run entrepreneurship clubs ( one each from Northern, Western, Eastern, Southern
and North East region ) for increasing networking and interaction among MSMEs. Each university would be required to run 240 clubs per year and
each club may have a membership of 50 entrepreneurs.
Nature of assistance Funding support to the selected universities for formation and operation of enterpreneurship clubs.
Who can apply?
5 Universities will directly be selected by MSME-DI
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
47. Programs in Entrepreneurs Club
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Supporting 5 selected universities / colleges to run 1200 entrepreneurship clubs per annum’
Description
The E-clubs are intended to create a platform for entrepreneurs to come together through workshops/seminars, discuss common issues and identify
solutions in areas such as obtaining certifications, participating in trade fairs, implementing of Quality Management Tools etc.
Nature of assistance Funding support is available for for formation of entrepreneurship clubs, conduct meetings and management training activities. Free registration
for club members.
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Who can apply?
SISI, Universities, Club members/committee.
How to apply?
Contact your nearest entrepreneurship club for free registration.
48. Funding support for conducting programs for empowerment of women
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Trade Related Entrepreneurship Assistance and Development (TREAD) Scheme to Women’
Description
Training organizations conducting training programmes for empowerment of women beneficiaries identified under the scheme would be provided
a grant upto maximum limit of Rs. 1.00 lakh per programme provided such institutions also bring their share to the extent of minimum 25%(10%
in case of NER) of the Government grant. The batch size for such a training activity will be at least 20 participants. Duration of the training
programme will be minimum one month.
Nature of assistance Funding support for conducting training program for women empowerment.
Who can apply?
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs ), Entrepreneurship Development Institutes (EDIs), NISIET and the NGOs.
How to apply?
Apply online. or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply.
49. Loan related assistance to women
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Trade Related Entrepreneurship Assistance and Development (TREAD) Scheme to Women’
Description
The support programs aims to provide grant (up to 30% of the total project cost as appraised by lending institutions) to provide adequate security
demanded by banks in the form of collaterals. GOI Grant and the loan portion from the lending agencies to assist such women shall be routed
through eligible NGOs engaged in assisting poor women through any kind of income generating activities in non farm sector
Nature of assistance Ease in availability of credit for women-led enterprises.
Who can apply?
The NGOs engaged in assisting poor women through any kind of income generating activities in non farm sector can apply to Office of DCMSME/nearest DIs for financial assistance. Women led MSMEs can contact NGOs engaged in assisting poor women through any kind of income
generating activities in non farm sector for assistance.
How to apply?
If you are an NGO (working for women groups or entrepreneurs) directly apply to DC-MSME or lending institution . If you are a women led
MSME, contact the concerned NGO
50. Participate in training programs for women empowerment
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Trade Related Entrepreneurship Assistance and Development (TREAD) Scheme to Women’
Description
Skill development training will be provided to women applicant under the scheme. Duration of the training programme will be minimum one
month. The batch size for such a training activity will be at least 20 participants
Nature of assistance Skill development.
Who can apply?
Women entrepreneurs.
How to apply?
The details of the workshop/training programme and registration facility will be provided by the respective organizer (MSMEs, NGOs, EDIs or
other expert organisations) or else You can contact your nearest MSME-DI for more information. Click Here to know the contact details of your
nearest MSME-DI.
51. Participation in Entrepreneur Skill Development Programme
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Entrepreneurship Skill Development Programmes (ESDP)’
Description
The four kind of training programmes conducted by MSME-DIs include Motivation Campaigns, Entrepreneurship Development
Programmes,Entrepreneurship Skill Development Programme, Management Development Programmes, which cover diverse skill set need of new
and existing entrepreneurs.
Nature of assistance 1. Skill Development.
2. Participation in Entrepreneur Skill development programme is free of charge (No registration fees).
Who can apply?
Individuals and MSMEs.
How to apply?
Click on apply now (below) to view calendar and apply online for participating in the programs or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply
for participation. Click Here to know the contact details of your nearest MSME-DI.
52. Participation in Buyer-Seller meets
Related Scheme
Scheme for ‘Vendor Development Programme for Ancillarisation’
Description
MSMEs and large enterprises can participate in VDPs which are organized by MSME Development Institutes to provide common platform for
interaction and display of the capabilities, products, goods and services
Nature of assistance Free of cost registration in the event.
Who can apply?
All enterprises (Both the MSMEs and Large Enterprises).
How to apply?
Click on apply now (below) to view calendar and apply online for participating in the meets or else You can contact your near MSME-DI to apply
for participation. Click Here to know the contact details of your nearest MSME-DI

Sourcess: http://msme.gov.in/mob/Scheme-New.aspx
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Global Trade and
Investment Trends
Dr. Prakash Hebalkar

This column focuses on trends in
global trade and investments in the
past month.
Brexit was in the news in more
ways than one. Readers may
recall that this author thought
that Brexit would be good for
Britain and in the longer term
for Europe too as it shrinks to
a more homogeneous entity
of the original nine country
alliance. The recent evidence
supports this belief.
On one hand, British jobs
grew.
UK Factories Boom as Pound’s
Plunge Boosts Exports
Bloomberg
03-Oct-2016,
3:01:50 PM
Export orders increased the

most since January 2014 in
September, and Markit said
manufacturing probably helped
to lift GDP in the three months.

most since January 2014 in
September, and Markit said
manufacturing probably helped
to lift GDP in the third quarter.

U.K. factories had their best
month in more than two years
in September as the weaker
pound sent export orders
surging.

The report shows how sterling’s
13 percent depreciation since
the Brexit vote in June is
supporting
manufacturing
amid uncertainty about the
U.K.’s new trading relationship
with the European Union.”The
weak sterling exchange rate
remained the prime growth
engine, driving higher new
orders from Asia, Europe, the
U.S. and a number of emerging
markets,” said Rob Dobson,
senior economist at Markit. He
added that an improvement in
both new business and output
in investment goods sector may
be a “sign that capital spending
is recovering from its early year
lull, in the short term at least.”

IHS
Markit’s
monthly
Purchasing Managers Index
jumped to 55.4 from 53.4 in
August, capping the industry’s
best quarter this year. The
reading, the highest since June
2014 and far above economists’
forecast for 52.1, pushes the
index further above the key
50 line that divides expansion
from contraction.
Export orders increased the

On the other hand European
banks shed 20,000 jobs.
Some 20,000 job cuts just
in the last month. European
banks continue to downsize
under pressure from a host of
ills ranging from challenging
markets and low interest rates
to rising regulatory costs and
legal charges. “Many of these
cuts are necessary because of
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the overly fragmented nature of
euro-area banks,” Bloomberg
Intelligence analysts Jonathan
Tyce and Arjun Bowry said in
a note Monday.

On yet another dimension,
there was good news for
Britain and inward foreign
investment.
The Battersea Power Station on
the Thames River is undergoing
a $10.4 billion redevelopment.
Apple just unveiled its plans
to move its U.K. headquarters
to London’s iconic Battersea
Power Station, an unused
complex currently undergoing
a massive development project
costing billions of dollars.
The company will lease about
500,000 square feet over six
floors in the central boiler house
for 1,400 employees currently
located
across
London.
Applesaid it plans to centralize

its London operations there by
2021, once the power station
construction is completed, the
Guardian reports. Employment
too will grow.
Source: The Guardian

Finally, on the technology
front, the commonest of lowskilled jobs characterised in
an early era as “hamburger
flipping”, too is under threat.
Zume is one of a growing
number of food-tech firms
seeking to disrupt the restaurant
industry with software and
robots.
“We’re going to eliminate
boring, repetitive, dangerous
jobs, and we’re going to free
up people to do things that are
higher value,” said co-founder
Alex Garden,.
Inside its commercial kitchen
in Mountain View, pizza dough
travels down a conveyer belt

where machines add the sauce,
spread it and later carefully
slide the uncooked pies into an
800-degree oven. The start-up
will soon add robots to prep
the dough, add cheese and
toppings, take pizzas out of the
oven, cut them into slices and
box them for delivery.
“We automate those repetitive
tasks, so that we can spend
more money on higher quality
ingredients,” said Julia Collins,
Zume’s CEO and cofounder.
“There will always be a model
here at Zume where robots
and humans work together to
create delicious food.”
In Silicon Valley and beyond,
tech start-ups are building
robots to help reduce labor
costs, speed production and
improve safety in the restaurant
industry.
San
Francisco-based
Momentum
Machines
is
building robots to make
gourmet hamburgers, and
BistroBot,
another
San
Francisco
start-up,
has
designed a machine that makes
sandwiches while customers
watch. Source: Associated Press
30Sep 2016
profitechconsulatants@gmail.com

views expressed here are personal
The author is a public policy consulatnat
and President of ProfiTech, a strategic
consulatancy also Memkber of MEDC
Economic Digest Editorial Board
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Empowering
MAHARASHTRA

CIDCO’s
Skill Development Program
CIDCO TARA

Background:
The Modern City, Navi Mumbai,
spreads over 344 sq. km, is being
developed as a series of selfcontained nodes with the entire
essential infrastructure in place.
Since incorporation of City and
Industrial Development Corporation
of Maharashtra Limited (CIDCO),
i.e. after 43 years, Navi Mumbai
is witnessed as a planning and
architectural marvel which as of
today inhabits two million citizens
in a sustainable and harmonious
environment and ultimate target of
inhabiting four millions population.
Many mega projects are upcoming in
Navi Mumbai like the Navi Mumbai
International
Airport(NMIA),
Mumbai Trans Harbor Link (MTHL),
JNPT, Navi Mumbai Airport
Influence Notified Area (NAINA),
Special Economic Zone(SEZ) etc.
The second International Airport for
Mumbai Metropolitan Region in the
geographical centre of Navi Mumbai
is envisaged to further enhance
accessibility to entire MMRDA area.
The rehabilitation of
Project
Affected Persons (PAPs) has always
been one of the key priorities of
CIDCO. Since CIDCO’s inception,
different schemes have been initiated
for PAPs including their technical
education, business and occupation,
stipend and various trainings. NMIA
& other projects mentioned above
are going to affect number of villages
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(CIDCO Transformative Action for Rurban Advancement)
CIDCO TARA is the initiative of CIDCO to provide skill
development to PAPs to make them able to face new livelihood
opportunities in changing economic scenario of Navi Mumbai. This
initiative includes educational interventions, skill development for
placement and entrepreneurship development. This article includes
the brief of the components of this program
and people therein, who are engaged
in various agricultural, fishing and
other allied activities. For smooth
implementation of these projects, it
is necessary to facilitate the process
of development of skills of the
local population to get suitable and
gainful livelihood. Extensive skill
development have to be provided to
the available work force so that they
would be ready for the new livelihood
opportunities that would be generated
by the all these upcoming projects.
Mr Sanjay Bhatia, CIDCO’s then VC

& MD, and Joint MD, Ms V Radha
conceptualized
comprehensive
skill
development
programme
under CIDCO’s CSR initiatives,
namely, ‘CIDCO TARA’ (CIDCO
Transformative Action for Rurban
Advancement). CIDCO TARA focus
on income generation interventions
to strengthen capacities of PAPs
for better livelihood opportunities
through
employment,
selfemployment and higher education.
Project affected 92 villages in CIDCO,
Navi Mumbai area are covered under
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CIDCO TARA which includes
villages from Uran & Panvel block of
Raigad District and Thane block from
Thane. CIDCO TARA initiatives
aim to provide quality training to
the youths and women of the PAPs
families and to help them boost the
prospects of employment and selfemployment. CIDCO has established
well-equipped training infrastructure
at Tower 5 in Belapur Station building
and also is conducting village level
skill
development
programmes
for women & SHGs. Brief of
components of CIDCO TARA are
given in further.
Coaching for Competitive Exams
/Higher Education:
Qualified and aspirant Graduates
from PAPs are availed coaching
facility in well-known coaching
institutions for preparation of
Competitive Examination. This
coaching will be on voucher basis
and will be conducted at institutes of
coaching/training agencies selected.
Candidates are selected through
Aptitude Tests are sponsored for

the coaching. This coaching will be
of long duration i.e. more than 6
months. Since last two years Aptitude
tests were conducted for selection
of candidates for Coaching for
competitive examinations. In year
2015-16, six girl-candidates qualified
through Aptitude test were selected
for coaching for UPSC. Out of those
two candidates namely, Ms Pooja
Mhatre & Kirti Patil were sponsored
for coaching in Delhi’s Vajiram &
Ravi IAS coaching institute. Three
other candidates namely, Ankita
Thakur, Anagha Tandel & Yogita
Kadu were sponsored for coaching
in Pune. All coaching were organized
through BARTI, Pune. For this year
2016-17, only one candidate namely,
Ms. Mrinal Thakur is qualified
through Aptitude test and sponsored
for coaching in New Delhi. The
sponsorship involves approximately
Rs 3 lakhs per candidate for fees of
coaching institute in Delhi, one time
to & fro Delhi travel, Stipend per
month for lodging boarding etc. At
present UPSC coaching is provided

through institutes empanelled by
BARTI, Pune. Institutes for coaching
for MPSC, Banking exams & other
will be through agencies selected
through process.
Aviation Sector skill development:
Aviation
related
courses
are
introduced under CIDCO TARA
initiative as Navi Mumbai Airport
and increasing air traffic in India has
a lot of potential of aviation related
jobs. At present 60 plus candidates
are undergoing IATA certified
courses at CIDCO TARA which
provides jobs such as Reservation
Counter, sales & marketing, Check
in& to ticketing agents at the Airport,
Counter Executive, Prorators in
Airline, Traffic Assistant, Airport
Operation
Executive,
Ground
handling equipment executive, Sales
& Marketing Executive, Airport Duty
Officers. Skill development for nontechnical jobs such as ‘Cabin Crew,
Airport facility management, back
offices & Airline BPO’s are proposed
in near future.
CIDCO also has policy of scholarship
of Rs. 4 lakhs to candidates
who are taking admission to
BSc (Aviation) degree course of
Mumbai University. Maximum
3 candidates will be provided
scholarship every year.
Port and Logistics Sector skill
development:
To equip PAPs with the skills
required for coming opportunities
in the Port city due to coming
expansion of JNPT’s terminal,
Port related skill development
courses are being conducted
at CIDCO TARA project.
At present 25 candidates are
undergoing port related courses
at CIDCO TARA which could
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meet the requirement of skills for
Port & Airport related logistic such as
Clearing & Forwarding agent, Freight
forwarders, Port & W/h Executive,
Air Cargo Executive, Shipping agency
Executive, Logistics company etc.
Construction sector Skill
Development:
As Navi Mumbai being economical
hub of the country, the enormous
increase in construction sector is
expected. Thus construction related
activities are going to be major
livelihood opportunities. CIDCO Tara
has planned to build the capacities of
existing Construction Contractors
of CIDCO & promote skills of
construction activities in youth for
self-employment. One workshop was
conducted for CIDCO’s contractors
who are already in the construction
profession to understand their
training needs assessment. CIDCO
TARA is planning to upgrade skills
of Contractors already in profession
and also for preparing new youth
for profession as ‘Construction
Contractor’
Skill Development Programme for
Placement and Entrepreneurship:
To match the demand of skilled
human resources to the skill
development for better livelihood is
main objective of this program. Due
to the mega projects and economic
reforms in Navi Mumbai, many job
opportunities in private sectors are
going to the main livelihood option.
Presently three batches of Skill
development for employment and
self- employment are being conducted
at CIDCO TARA through registered
partners of NSDC (National Skill
Development Council) or registered/
empanelled
agencies
of
any
Government department. Candidates
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after training will be linked to jobs in
private sector. Many demand based
skill courses such as Advance Security
Guard, Customer Care Executive,
Data Entry Operator, Mobile
repairing, Accounts Executives,
Computer Hardware Networking
etc are in process to be conducted in
near future. Skill development is done
for placement linked training and
for Entrepreneurship Development
as well. Study of 12-balutedar of
air-port is undertaken by CIDCO.
Specific programs to develop the
skills of village artisans are in process
of implementation with help of
NIFT under CIDCO Tara.
Direct Placement & Job Fairs:CIDCO TARA has its placement cell
through which Direct Placement is
provided to qualified candidates. Any
PAP candidates in need of job, can
walk-in and enrol his/her biodata
and placement team at CIDCO
TARA maps his/her qualification
to the demand in the private sector
market and facilitate him/her for
interviews of such candidates. Job
fairs every six months are organized
under this initiative. Recent job fair
was organised on Aug 23, 2016.
Well reputed companies in the field
of banking, retails, management,
information
&
technology,
engineering such as Johnson &
Johnson, Kotak Mahindra, D-Mart,
Kellog India, Hawkins, Apcotex etc.
twenty two companies participated in
the job fair. 520 candidates attended
for interviews in this job fair whereas
313 candidates shortlisted for further
rounds of jobs and also some were
directly selected for the jobs.
Women Specific Skill
Development:
Inclusive growth in urbanization
implies focus on the needs of women,

differently abled and under-privileged.
CIDCO TARA is undertaking specific
skill development programmes for
women in PAP villages. It is the
need of the time to mainstream PAP
women in economic development, by
giving them necessary skills. CIDCO
Tara is setting up Beauty lab at its
centre to provide skill development
in Beauty & wellness. It is taken care
that minimum 30% of the enrolment
for each skill development batch
are women candidates. Considering
limitations of women in project
affected area for travelling and
accessibility to training centre,
CIDCO TARA is conducting village
level trainings for women and SHGs.
First PAP Fisherwomen’s cooperative
society is set up for the women in
this profession and training of fish
processing through Central Institute
of Fisheries education is given to
women in 2-3 villages. Training
for malasa making, eco-Ganesha
(shadu Ganapati) were provided.
These trainings are undertaken with
cooperation from line departments
such as KVIC, Zilla Parishad Raigad/
Panchayat Samite and others.
Identification of group of women in
one or nearby villages, Identification
of an income generating activity
suitable to the identified group, Skill
training through KVIC/MCED/
NIFT/
Government
Agencies,
Project report & tie up to Bank/
Project proposal to KVIB, follow
up refresher training every after
six months, Market exhibitions &
institutional tie up etc. activities are
followed by CIDCO TARA while
conducting skill development for
women in project affected area.
These trainings include technical
skills such as product making,
standardization,
value
addition,
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market linkage, entrepreneurship
development as well as soft skills such
as First –Aid preparedness, Gender &
differently abled sensitization, Health
& nutrition, self-defence techniques,
financial planning etc. Some more
courses for products having market
linkage such as Fancy bags making,
Saree fall-pico, Paper convergence,
LED bulb assembly etc are in
process of being conducted for PAP
Women in near future with help and
Certification of NIFT, KVIC, NSDC
& others.
Educational Intervention : CIDCO
Tara also conducts educational
interventions for school/ high school
& college level students for their better
career opportunities. Like coaching
for competitive examinations for
jobs, students are sponsored for two
years coaching for IIT/JEE, AIIMS/
NEET exams at well repute institutes.
This year five students are selected
through Aptitude Test and sponsored
for two years coaching at IITian Pace
in Navi Mumbai. These students are
supported for fees of such coaching
upto Rs.2.5 lakhs.
Mobilization & Information
Education and Communication
(IEC) strategy.
CIDCO Tara has its dedicated
team
continuously
interacting
with communities in project area
through field visits, various tools of
mobilization such as Sabhas, camps,
demos, workshops, surveys and digitalprint media and communication
tools such as SMS blast, WhatsApp
groups, website and calls through
CIDCO TARA helpline. Field team
identifies beneficiaries, provides
them information and motivates
them to participate in trainings.
Every candidate approached to skill
development training is counselled
53

as per his/her aptitude to guide for
better career. Village/cluster level
IEC camps are organized periodically.

posting all data to public, accepting
registrations, maintenance of all data
and generating reports.

Operational and Administrative
aspect

Every candidate for coaching for
competitive exams and educational
coaching pays 10% of the fees as
contribution. All other candidates
for skill development courses deposit
10% of the fees as ‘Sincerity Deposit’
which is refunded them after
successful completion of training.
Every skill development batch can
have non-PAPs candidates less than
25% of total enrolment on payment
basis. Skill Development training is
Training is free for PAPs.

IL&FS Skills is the Anchor Agency
(AA) selected through procurement
process for implementation of the
Project CIDCO TARA. Mobilization
of beneficiaries, assessment of
demand for skills, selection of
candidates, conducting training with
forward linkage (placement or EDP),
evaluation & assessment of training,
certification, selection/empanelment
of institutes for coaching programs
and for those which are not in the
list of Government programmes,
sponsorship
norms
for
all
programmes, database management
etc, all these activities are managed
by Anchor agency with its dedicated
team deployed.
All skill development courses are
conducted by NSDC partners
or Government agencies such as
KVIC or agencies registered with
any Government Department or
the agencies empanelled through
proper process. Every candidates will
be given Government recognized
Certificate.

joshimedha@hotmail.com
views expressed here are persona
The author is Government employee and was
working in CIDCO on deputation for project
CIDCO TARA as ‘Program Manager’ from
April 2015. She has worked from procurement
process of Anchor Agency to starting, rolling
out activities, its standardization, process of
monitoring and administrative and technical
approval proceses including development
intervention in field for mobilization and women
inclusion in the activities of project

Dedicated website www.cidcopapa.
cgg.gov.in is developed which
takes care transparency through
OCTOBER 2016
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Ms. Shriya Joshi - ‘The Queen Behind’

here are so many aspects of woman
empowerment. Some women feel
liberated by making their mark in
the corporate world while some like Shriya
create corporates from their own world. It
was about 19-20 years back when newlywed
Shriya landed in Ajman – an emirate in UAE.
Even when she was in India she had some
experience as an entrepreneur, but was a bit
confused as to how to start something due to
new country, new people, new markets and
completely new set of rules. One day some
guest friend came over for dinner, and he just
loved her food. He insisted to get a daily tiffin
from her... She says “It was a bit awkward
at first but then instead of cooking for 2
people I can cook for 3 and it’s not a big deal,
and I said yes” Well there was no stopping
then, from 1 tiffin to 2, then 4 and so on …
the quality and taste of her food went on
spreading fast. She recollects “There were
135 tiffins per day which I used to prepare all
alone, in a small house, with no domestic help
and by then I had my baby boy to take care as
well. Sachin (my husband) used to help me a
lot” While recollecting those days of struggle
she still had a shine in her eyes. That was
her first ever business in UAE. Tremendous
hard work, but as she had this art and love
of cooking, even response from people, selfsatisfaction and happiness earned from that
hard work was equally huge.
On asking how did you convert this small
home business into a tedious restaurant
business, Shriya says “There was no fixed
roadmap, I did try my hands on many other
small businesses but somehow it felt even
more strongly that my main skill is into food
business and I should return to that.” She
added “There was no prior experience of
Hospitality industry. Our family friend Mr
Anand Jog suggested to take advice from
Mr. Sachin Devadhar from Pune who runs
Janaseva bhojanalay since many years. Mr
Devadhar picked up the responsibility of
well-trained human resources, we looked for
a cosy place in Dubai and that’s how Peshwa
started.”
Today Peshwa has two fine dining restaurants
one in Sharjah and other in Dubai. With a
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capacity of 150-200 these halls represent a true
love of a Maharashtrian for good authentic
Marathi food. Maharashtra is diverse in food
tradition “Sauji” from Nagpur, “Pandhara
tambada rassa” specialities from Kolhapur,
special missal from Pune or fish prepared in
malvan style. Every weekend there is a special
pangat in silver plate which truly celebrates
food and culture of Maharashtra. When you
enter Peshwa, whole atmosphere turns into
pure Marathi. Marathi cooks, Marathi serving
staff, Marathi music and Marathi books.

true… that sounded completely out of her
experience looking at the comparison of
that one tiffin that day and these successful
restaurants today

Shriya tells proudly “Two things we never
compromise on, Quality and personalised
attention to every guest visiting Peshwa. May
be that is a reason not just Maharashtrians or
Indians but people from other nationalities
also visit here. When they leave with a
smile, we get satisfaction beyond profits and
business. It’s a satisfaction of our work at the
same time there is a happiness in spreading
Marathi taste to the global level.”

Shriya and Sachin both don’t believe in
only earning money, they always wanted
to do something with social significance.
They started a yearly tradition of “Peshwa
Sanman” from year 2013. Every year a
notable personality from UAE who has done
inspirational work for others receives Peshwa
Sanman. Chief celebrity guests come from
India specially to give away this award. It’s a
great idea to not just do social work but also
to express gratitude to people who do it.

When asked what were challenges when you
started a new business from scratch away
from your motherland and that too being
a woman she says “There are two main
aspects of doing business in Dubai. Being a
restaurant business in Dubai, it demands high
level of quality. Municipal authorities perform
random tests and even a small negligence or
non-conformance to rules can cost you to
lose your licence immediately. So on quality
grounds it’s difficult to do this business here
as compared to India. But as a woman I never
had any issues. In fact, as a woman there as
a respectful and soft attitude towards me. Of
course that still does not mean concession in
quality and safety”
There are so many women out there who
want to become entrepreneurs, Shriya has
one message for them “Stop giving excuses!
May be being woman you will have set backs,
maybe you will have extra responsibility of
home or on other hand maybe you can work
without pressure of earning money for the
family. Don’t hesitate to take the first step,
you will see the road unfolding in front of
you automatically. Don’t waste your today
waiting for that perfect opportunity.” So

In 2013, Gulf Marathi Business Forum
awarded Shriya for bringing Marathi taste
successfully in Gulf. Shriya says “This is not
only my success; my husband Sachin has
always been with me in this journey. From
that small home business till today, he has
always been helping, encouraging but still not
expecting any credit.”

Shriya also shared her future plans, she said
“Diversity is very important in business, else
your life will become boring and repetitive.
With new tasks in hand, new challenges come,
new skills are acquired and new opportunities
can be created. We both like massages, so
we started a Spa – Niwant Spa. Also we
have recently started an Indian grocery store
where NRIs can buy their favourite items
from India.”
There is no doubt the importance of women
liberation and women empowerment is
required to be known in the society, at
the same time it is equally or even more
important that this revolution happens
deeper in every woman’s mind. If they are
strong and determined, they will definitely be
liberated. I saw such strong, determined and
unstoppable woman in Shriya. Wishing her
all the best for future!

Shilpa Kulkarni Mohite
shilpa@w3mark.com
Courtesy :
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rom a small workshop started
in 1984 to a group of four
companies with a team of 200
people, manufacturing facility spread
over one lakh square feet and an annual
turnover of about Rs 400 million and
investment of Rs 120 million, Grind
Master Machines Pvt. Ltd. (GMPL)
technocrat couple Milind and Mohini
Kelkar have traveled a long way.

The ‘never give up’ attitude got the
dynamic duo carve a niche business.
“Hitherto, most of the metal
finishing and deburring operations
in industry were done manually and
had limitations on productivity and
quality. We at Grind Master developed
indigenous automatic machines to
overcome these problems. These
included machines for decorative
finishing, deburring and micro
finishing. Since every customer’s
requirement is unique, most of the
350 machines we build every year
are specially designed to suit the
application and are unique”. Grind
Master is one of the few companies
in the world to design such a wide
range of machines in a systematic
manner. It is known for developing
new concepts and machines from
scratch and has a proven track record
of successful innovations that have
helped hundreds of Indian companies
to enhance quality and productivity to
compete in the world market, says
Mohini.
The Kelkars believe that success
can be achieved only by a motivated
team whose competence is enhanced
everyday. “All our employees hail
from Marathwada, still believed to
be a backward region. Ushering a
culture of excellence, we believe, is
54

the management’s primary job and
the ‘Can and Will’ attitude developed
at Grind Master helped build this
culture” says Milind. A philosophy
of partnering with the customer to
meet his quality, quantity and process
economics is deep rooted and the
Grind Master team is always keen
on providing its customers with the
machines, the tools and the process as
a complete solution.
The group reached an important
milestone after it bagged a prestigious
order for a microfinishing machine for
crankshafts from Shanghai’s General
Motors. Grind Master is the first
Indian company to build a machine
for any crankshaft production lines
of General Motors anywhere in the
world. The operation is “Mission
Critical” for any engine and Grind
Master competed with the best in
the world and succeeded; thanks
to its innovative approach, sound
technology and a strong desire to do
its very best for its customers.
The
company
has
technical
collaboration with IMPCO USA,
the world leaders in micro finishing.
“Thus Grind Master competes with
the best in the world by offering
GBQ (Generating Bearing Quality)
technology which is vital for critical
engine and transmission parts such
as crankshaft, camshafts and driveshafts. Tata Motors, Ashok Leyland,
Mahindra & Mahindra, Shanghai
Tractors, JMC Auto and Shenzhen
BYD Motor Company in China are
some of our prestigious customers,”
explains Mohini.
Grind Master abrasive division has a
conversion facility from where high
quality coated abrasive products from

VSM, Germany and film backed
abrasives from FUJI star, Japan are
offered.
Grind Master is thus known as a
total solution company, providing the
machine, the tool and the process.
With more than 4000 machines
working worldwide Grind Master is
recognized as ‘master’ in Grinding
and Polishing.
Kelkars are also fitness freaks and
love to spend time working out
whenever they get time. “I maintain
a regular record of my husband and
myself and try to ensure that we
don’t miss our regime. Moreover, we
have set up a gym in our plant for
the employees too. They too follow a
regular schedule in their breaks,” says
an enthusiastic Mohini. The couple is
also voracious readers. In fact, they
have set up a library too in their plant
and encourage the employees to add
to their knowledge through books.
The company, which is climbing the
success ladder, is gearing up to foray
into Robotics and Hi-tech automation
business. “Now our son, Sameer, IITBombay and UC-Berkeley graduate,
has joined our business.”, informs
Mohini.
Passion
for
innovation
and
commitment leads the couple to
make their business truly world class.
“Our motto is to make a significant
mark worldwide,” says the couple.
While giving a piece of advice to the
upcoming entrepreneurs Milind says,
“Maintain a ‘Never Give Up’ attitude
and Lagey raho.”
Courtesy :
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GRIND MASTER
MACHINES PVT. LTD.

Year of establishment : 1984
Director(s) : Milind Kelkar, Mohini Kelkar,
Sameer Kelkar
City / State : Aurangabad, Maharashtra
Global Pioneer : Metal Finishing, Micro
Finishing, Deburring
Sales Sparkle : China accounts for almost
50% of exports
No. of employees : Over 250
Annual Turnover : Rs. 125 crore

(L-R)

MOHINI KELKAR
The Kelkars: Milind, CMD and Mohini, Director Sales & Marketing of Grind Director
Master Machines Pvt. Ltd. have successfully entrenched their rm as a global
pioneer in the segments of micro nishing, robotic automation and abrasives MILIND

They went through the grind zealously, with passion and trust in their innovative ideas. And their
expertise bore fruit in the form of Grind Master – a company, wherein the husband-spouse duo of
Milind and Mohini Kelkar commenced developing indigenous metal nishing machines from a
rented garage at Aurangabad in 1984, employing one person. Until then, all metal nishing
operations were performed manually, resulting in an unhealthy work environment, poor
productivity and low quality of nish. Moreover, Aurangabad was low on business infrastructure.

o!’

The Kelkars - both production engineers from the famed Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute (V.J.T.I)
in Mumbai - put on their thinking caps and served up their innovation: the rst cookware polishing
machine for Nirlep. The results were heartening. This set the Kelkars onto the path of bufng and
polishing, spurring Grind Master into the allied industries of deburring and belt- polishing. It was in
2000, however, when the company found its scintillating métier: Micro-nishing. With a dedicated
R& D team developing breakthrough technologies for over 30 years, the company has emerged as
an ace exporter to China, UK, US, Mexico, Middle East and Southeast Asia, selling over 4000
machines, worldwide.
Scion Sameer Kelkar, Executive Director, silver medallist from IIT Mumbai and Post Graduate of
University of California at Berkeley, who joined Grind Master in 2010, has initiated new key
technologies such as Dynamic Balancing and Robotic Automation. He says,“We are working
towards becoming a global, family-owned but professionally managed company”.
Grind Glory
Milind:"As original equipment manufacturers, we are competing with top German and Japanese
companies. And we are still the preferred choice for many global players, because of our unique
approach: We not only sell the product, we sell the entire process as well."
Mohini: "In 2009, we managed our rst breakthrough in the Chinese car market supplying to BYD
Motor Company. Against stiff competition, we also later started exporting to General Motors and
French car manufacturer Peugeot Citroen."
Winner Philosophy
Milind: "We believe in the policy that 100 – 1 = zero! Our brand is based on trust, innovation and
expertise. If a customer gets one percent less from our expertise, it amounts to zero, for us."
Mohini: "We have learnt to keep our private and professional lives separate. We believe that unless
we have new ideas and utilise them, Grind Master cannot grow as a company."

KELKAR

KELKAR
Director
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Business Opportunities in
Sindhudurg District, Konkan

S

indhudurg District is the first
tourism district in Maharashtra
to be declared as the tourism
district. It is situated very close
to Goa. It consists of 8 Talukas Deogad, Vaibhavwadi, Dodamarg,
Kankavali, Malvan, Ukudal, Venjerla
and Sawantwadi, carved out of
Ratangiri and Kolhapur districts.
The Sindhudurg fort was built by
Chhatrapati Shivaji on an island two
kilometers into the sea and has the
advantage of rock formations around
it to give it natural protection. Apart
from the beauty and historical value of
this fort, the surrounding landscape in
itself is a tourist’s delight with several
options for adventure too.
It is located in the Malvan taluka,
Sindhudurg is one of the excellent
sea forts in Maharashtra whose
construction was started in 1664 and
completed in 1667. The structure
of the fort continues to remain
as strong as ever, maybe because
its foundations were laid down
in lead. The fort is situated on an
island called Kurate which is two
kilometres from the Konkan shore.
The place is not only famous for
scenic beauty of the beaches, but
also for a charitable trust called
‘Loksadhna’, Konkan is bountiful
in all aspects.
The Sindhudurg
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Courtesy : Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation

district has become one of the most
sought after tourist destinations full
of architectural marvels, forts and
pristine beaches along the hills. With
a robust transportation network in
place, Konkan tourism has ignited
a new interest for tourist places in
Maharashtra.
Konkan has more
than 20 beaches with pristine beauty,
silver and white sands, and clear blue
waters which include Tarkali, Bhogwe,
Vengurla, Kolamb to name a few. But
if gurgling waters are not your cup of
tea, then choose to visit Moti Talao or
Dhamapur lakes near Sawantwadi for
relaxed evenings by the water. Amboli
in Sindhudurg are full of exceptional
natural beauty that reaches its peak
during the monsoon season. The
waterfalls and lakes in and around
these hill stations are bound to take

your breath away. We have even
launched tour packages centered on
Konkan for travelers to explore the
scenic beauty of the destination.
Also, it is known for its white sandy
beach and water sports, Tarkarli is
situated in the Sindhudurg district
of Maharashtra. Tarkarli beach is
arguably one of the most picturesque
beaches in the Konkan region of
Maharashtra. The white sand, clear
blue water and the suru (casurina) trees
add to the splendor of the beach. The
sea at Tarkarli is crystal clear and the
seabed can be seen up to a depth of
15 ft or more on a sunny day. Another
attraction of Tarkarli is the backwaters
of Karli River which extend from
Tarkarli to Kudal. It is the only place
to experience the backwaters in
Maharashtra. The estuary of Karli
River is another scenic spot located
near Tarkarli. Tarkarli is also the only
place in Maharashtra where you can
scuba dive. The waters are relatively
clear around the Sindhudurg fort and
though the reefs here aren’t exactly
world class, it is not a bad idea to try
it out once.
Bhogwe is one of the most pristine
beaches in the district. Safe to swim
OCTOBER 2016
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and rich in fauna, Bhogwe is arguably
one of the best kept secrets of the
Sindhudurg. The best way to enjoy
this place is to stay in this family
run property that offers traditional
Konkani style bamboo-cottages.
Perched atop the Bhogwe hill and
surrounded by 20 acres of mango
plantations, this property offers an
unparalleled, magnificent view of
Karli River meeting the Arabian Sea,
also known as the ‘Sangam’ at Devbag
right across. This spot is perfect to
relax and admire the view of the
sheer open ocean or cuddle up with a
coffee mug and a book for company.
One could take quick trek down the
hill to reach the lovely Bhogwe beach,
where you could enjoy long walks and
explore nearby Nivati fort. If you are
lucky, you may also spot peacocks and
black hornbills.
Vengurla is the south-most beach in
Maharashtra, and is home to some of
the most quiet and beautiful beaches
in coastal Maharashtra. Sagareshwar,
Shiroda, Redi, Mochemad are some
of the beaches that surround Vengurla
and add to its beauty. The lighthouse
and Dutch wakhaar are nearby places
for sightseeing. Vengurla is also
known for its cashew production and
the local market sells various items
that the region specializes in. A trip
to Vengurla is must if you are fond
of quiet beaches sparred with some
history. When in Vengurla, stay at this
beach-side property, just 50 meters
from the beach. It offers luxurious
huts with sit-outs that are perfect to
spend evenings with your partner
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watching the sun set in the azure
waters.
MTDC has focused on development
of recreational facilities, growing
adventure tourism and availability
of quality food to the tourists.
These initiatives also led to creating
employment opportunities in Konkan
Region on a larger scale. The Indian
Institute of Scuba
Diving and Aquatic
Sports
(IISDA),
India’s
premier
scuba diving school,
is located in Tarkarli,
(Sindhudurg,
Maharashtra)
which
attracts
lot of domestic
and
international
tourists for experiencing the adventure
sport. To promote Kokan tourism
throughout the year, a number of
festivals are organized. Festivals
like, Dabhol Backwater Festival,
Shrivardhan Backwater Festival,
Guhagar Food Festival, Amra Paryatan
Festival, Shimgotsav Festival and
New Year celebrations are organized
each year. Also Beach Festival in
Ganpatipule Beach, Chiwala beachMalvan, Sagareshwar beach-Vengurla,

Dapoli Krishi Vidyapith attracts many
tourists.
Konkan, which itself covers a vast
stretch, has tremendous tourism
potential. Therefore, a need was felt to
create a separate body to concentrate
solely on Konkan. To explore untapped
tourism potential on the coastline
and ensure holistic development

of the necessary infrastructure, the
state government is working on the
formation of a separate tourism
corporation for the Konkan region.
The proposed Konkan Tourism
Development Corporation (KTDC)
will act as a subsidiary body of the
Maharashtra Tourism Development
Corporation (MTDC), with the
latter’s joint managing Director acting
as the head of the new corporation.
The government also plans to ease
or relegate Coastal Zone Regulatory
(CRZ) norms for tourism in the
Konkan region. As per government
figures, over 3.43 lakh foreign tourists
visited Konkan in 2015.
While measures are being taken
to advance the tourism sector and
provide a more holistic experience to
tourists, there is equal emphasis on
sustaining the environment. In the
tourism policy we have identified 14
focus areas, including film, medical,
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adventure, caravan and rural among
others. We will also come out with
policies for each of these sectors
individually in 6 months. We will now
create database to make guidelines for
these sectors. The aim is to ensure
that travellers get the opportunity to
benefit from the diverse beauty and
experiences that this state has to offer
for many more generations to come.
Tourism events have been found
to increase business, income and
employment in the region and are seen
to assist with social and economic
development. Rural tourism has
many potential benefits for including
employment growth, an expanded
economic base, repopulation, social
improvement, and revitalization of
local crafts. The Department of
tourism will promote the wide ranging
special offerings from the destination
through culinary events and festivals.
The tourism sector has the potential
to generate high employment
opportunities. The new Tourism Policy
2016 is expected to generate 10 lakh
new jobs and will focus on promoting
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private
investments
and
also
accelerating project implementation
through a public-private partnership
model. The state tourism is promoting
investment in Maharashtra in the
tourism programme via Maharashtra
Tourism Policy 2016 wherein we are
providing exemptions in:1. Stamp Duty
2. Luxury Tax
3. VAT Reimbursement
On the basis of their location which
is graded as A, B & C in the policy.
The upcoming ambitious project of
MTDC is the Sea World India which
is coming up on Sindhudurg district
is on PPP. This project will include
creation of water-theme amusement
park, oceanarium, underwater tunnels,
crafts and arts centre and a few tourist
resorts. There are a lot of investors
who are exploring opportunities in
the district. MTDC is helping out
private entrepreneurs’ facilitation by
giving status to the mega project. The
Maharashtra Tourism policy 2016 also
talks about a single-window system for
approvals, pre-approved venues for

events, special incentives for women
and handicapped entrepreneurs, and
additional floor space index for the
tourism projects. The state tourism
has started identifying the licenses
required for setting up a property and
to make it operational. Once all the
licences are identified we will bring it
all under one window and the process
will be done online. This process will
take about 3 months. The upcoming
ambitious
Since there is a lot of scope for
business, marketing and promotion
of the tourism destination is
meticulously planned through mix
of marketing and promotion tools
like Road shows, participation in
International & National Exhibitions,
active Publicity campaigns, use of
informative technologies, cultural
events, FAM Tours and developing
brand equity of state through theme
based products. We are also planning
interesting projects around the ‘Visit
Maharashtra 2017’ campaigns across
consumer and trade platforms. We
are looking at building and expand
a strong tourism buyer and seller
network within the state. We are sure
to see a number of partnerships, tieups happening among tour operators,
hoteliers, and travel agents. It will
also pave the way to attract foreign
investments in the sector.
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Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation celebrates
‘World Tourism Day 2016’with UNWTO, Madrid

-

MTDC
hosted
Experiential
Tourism Conclave at Jai Hind
College
MTDC
launched
2
new
destinations in the state Bhodhalkasa and Kunkeshwar
MTDC
organizes
Mumbai
Darshan for differently-abled
children

-

-

September 27, Mumbai: Maharashtra
Tourism Development Corporation
(MTDC) celebrated ‘World Tourism
Day 2016’on 27th September, 2016
with UNWTO (United Nations World
Tourism Organization) with this
year’s theme being “Tourism for All
-Promoting Universal Accessibility”.
MTDC organized various initiatives
to highlight tourism’s social, cultural,
political and economic value of the
state. For the first time the World
Tourism day celebrations of MTDC
were recognized by UNWTO
Madrid. An array of programmes had
been planned by MTDC at Mumbai
Head office and regional offices at
Aurangabad, Mumbai, Pune, Nagpur,
Ratnagiri, Nasik and Amravati.
On
52
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Tuesday,

27th
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September,

MTDC felicitated tourists arriving
at resorts, regional offices, airport,
tourist destinations, railway stations,
tourist informative counters etc
across areas where MTDC is present
with a traditional welcome and also
provided information kit. This also
included Aukshan, tying of turban
and flowers being given by MTDC
employees and display of UNWTO
theme banner on all MTDC
properties throughout the state.
MTDC in association with Raconteur
Walks, Mumbai also organized a
Heritage walk of South Mumbai
for the enthusiasts who registered,
along with Dr. K.H. Govind Raj IAS,
Managing Director of Maharashtra
Tourism Development Corporation;
Shri. Satish Soni; Joint Managing
Director of Maharashtra Tourism
Development Corporation and Senior
Tourism officials. These activities
resonated in the memory of tourists
as an enthralling day of warmth and
affection.
On World Tourism Day, MTDC
also hosted an ‘Experiential Tourism
Conclave’ at Jai Hind College which

was inaugurated by Shri. Jaykumar
Jitendrasinh
Rawal,
Hon’ble
Minister of Tourism, Government
of Maharashtra in the presence of
Smt. Valsa Nair Singh IAS, Principal
Secretary, Tourism & Cultural,
Government of Maharashtra and
Dr. K.H. Govind Raj IAS, Managing
Director of Maharashtra Tourism
Development Corporation. There
was an official release of two
research papers of Tourism Research
and Development department of
MTDC; release of Mahabhraman
(Experiential Tourism) pocket guide
and MTDC resort brochure. The
conclave also invited six expert
speakers from different walks of life
who shared their experiences in the
field of tourism.
The state tourism also launched two
new tourist destinations, Bhodhalkasa
and Kunkeshwar in the state of
Maharashtra and subsequent opening
of MTDC resorts and facilities at all
these places.
MTDC also inaugurated free Mumbai
Darshan Tour for differently-abled
children of Advitya organization that
seeks to provide vocational training
to mentally challenged individuals.
The tour commenced from Dadar
and children got to experience the
iconic places of Mumbai like Bandra
Band stand, Juhu Chawpaty and Kala
Ghoda to name a few.
Commenting on this occasion,
Shri. Jaykumar Jitendrasinh Rawal,
Hon’ble Minister of Tourism,
Government
of
Maharashtra
stated, “On the occasion of World
Tourism Day, this year’s theme being
the theme being “Tourism for All
-Promoting Universal Accessibility”,
our aim is to spread the importance
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and benefits of accessibility to
constantly add value to our tourist
experiences. The land of Maharashtra
showcases some of the best temples,
forts, wildlife sanctuaries, national
parks, tiger reserves, historic
monuments and world heritage
sites. With the launch of these two
destinations, we aspire to get socially
engaged and promote Maharashtra as
an outstanding tourist destination.”
Shri.
Madan
Madhukarrao
Yerawar, Hon’ble, State Tourism
Minister,
Government
of
Maharashtra stated,” It is an honour
to be recognized by the by UNWTO
Madrid on this special occasion of
World Tourism Day. Through these
events and initiatives we aim to
spread the culture and diversity of the
state. The theme this year is “Tourism
for All -Promoting Universal
Accessibility”, we also urge the sector
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to address the demand of universal
accessible tourism products which
will eventually benefit the tourism
sector and society at large.”
Smt. Valsa Nair Singh IAS,
Principal
Secretary,
Tourism
& Cultural, Government of
Maharashtra stated, “Maharashtra
is the land of prosperity, culture,
spirituality which has gained growing
global recognition as it has preserved
its traditions in the wake of advanced
industrialization. World Tourism Day
is celebrated worldwide on September
27th every year to raise awareness
amongst the international community
on the importance of tourism. With
the objective of sensitizing tourism
fraternity and public at large, we
look forward to this occasion every
year to promote the states’ tourism
capabilities and the beauty in its
region to the world.”

Dr. K.H. Govind Raj IAS, Managing
Director of Maharashtra Tourism
Development
Corporation
stated, “We organized an array of
initiatives which will showcase the
untapped beauty and unlimited
tourism potential of the state. The
aim is to showcase Maharashtra as a
world-class tourist destination. This
year’s theme being “Tourism for All
-Promoting Universal Accessibility”
for World Tourism day is all about
tourism being accessed by all.
Keeping the theme in mind, MTDC
organized special Mumbai Darshan
Tours for differently-abled children.”
For further details, contact:
Pourushasp Mehta: 9820664262 |
pmehta@perfectrelations.com
Nikitha Krishnamurthy: 9819268776
| nkrishnamurthy@perfectrelations.com

Interactive Meeting with Mr. Jaykumar Rawal
Hon’ble Minister for Tourism , Govt. of Maharashtra

MEDC had embarked on the mission of making “Ashtavinayaka Tourism Circuit” a world class destination affordable
to all types of pilgrims. A substantial progress is already made on this subject between MEDC and MTDC.
MEDC officer bearers met Shri Jaykumar Rawal, Hon’ble Minister for Tourism, Govt. of Maharashtra at Mantralaya,
Mumbai on 19th September 2016 and discussed the ‘Role of MEDC in Tourism Development of Maharashtra’.
Cdr. Dipak Naik, President brief Hon’ble Minister about the MEDC’s ‘Astavinayak Circuit Regional Development
Plan’ and its objectives. Hon’ble Minister appreciated the work that MEDC doing for the Tourism Development in
Maharashtra and offered all support to MEDC to implement this unique project.
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